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Abstract
This present study investigates the Russian verbal prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja in the

concrete physical space. The aim of the contrastive study is to explore and describe meanings.

Bilingual data, extracted from a contemporary Russian-Swedish dictionary, is analysed by using

Krongauz’s method. A list of meanings of the Russian verbal affixes is built by comparing

similarities and differences between lexical meanings and morphosyntactic structures for the

verbs in both languages. The result shows that the meaning of the affixes can be divided into

the following categories: Spatial movements into an enclosed space, Spatial movements onto a

delimited surface, Spatial movements towards a vicinity, Adhesion and Locations in physical

space.
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Sammanfattning
Den här studien undersöker det ryska verbprefixet v(o)- och cirkumfixet v(o)- -sja i det konkreta

fysiska rummet. Syftet med den kontrastiva studien är att undersöka och beskriva betydelser.

Tv̊aspr̊akig data fr̊an en samtida rysk-svensk ordbok analyseras med Krongauz metod. En lista

över verbaffixens betydelser byggs upp genom att jämföra lexikala betydelser och morfosyntak-

tiska konstruktioner för verben i b̊ada spr̊aken. Resultatet visar att affixens betydelser kan delas

in i följande kategorier: Spatiala rörelser in i ett slutet rum, Spatiala rörelser till en avgränsad

yta, Spatiala rörelser mot en närhet, Vidhäftning och Platser i det fysiska rummet.

Nyckelord

Ryska, verb, prefix, cirkumfix, kontrastiv lingvistik, svenska, parallellkorpus
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1 Introduction

One may think that the semantics of Russian verbal prefixes is well investigated and has a solid

foundation. Consider for example the verbal prefix v(o)-, for which there is a general agreement

of having a meaning of moving into an enclosed container-like space. Characterizations of the

meanings of the prefix in a more holistic approach have, however, resulted in conflicting and

diverging descriptions. The reference grammar GR801 lists one meaning of the prefix v(o)- and

one other meaning of the related circumfix v(o)- -sja. Janda et al. (2013), on the other hand,

claim in a study in the framework of cognitive grammar that the prefix and the circumfix have

one and only one prototypical meaning. Chackevič (2012) identifies as many as four different

meanings of this prefix through her list-type investigation of prefixed verbs of motion.

The Swedish semantic equivalents of the Russian morpheme v(o)- are the verbal particles i

‘in(side)’ and in ‘in(to)’. The bilingual dictionary NRO specifies four corresponding equivalents

to the Russian prefix v(o)-, of which the adverbial particle in is in the primary entry. Strzelecka

(2003) conducts a cognitive analysis of the illative particle in by applying a network model. The

study distinguishes eight categories of meanings, of which a movement toward the interior of a

container is identified as the most central meaning. Norén (1996) analyses the verbal particle

i through a feature-type analysis model that consists of two basic semantic components. Her

model distinguishes four lexemes, where the movement meaning of the particle i also focuses of

movement into something.

The Swedish particles i and in and the Russian prefix v(o)- have the same etymological origin2

and seem to have one similar central meaning. In addition to one central meaning, all the

three reflexes also have a polysemous meaning structure that has developed since its Proto-Indo-

European origin. Since the semantic developments of the morphemes must have been caused by

linguistic processes that operate both in the same parallel direction and in a dissimilar direction,

the semantic structure of each of the morphemes has become dissimilar to some extent. These

functional differences may enable an analysis of the characteristics of the Russian verbal affixes

v(o)- and v(o)- -sja through a contrastive study.

1Literature abbreviations are found in References.
2see chapter 3.2
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2 Purpose, Methodology and Material

2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to explore semantic structures that are marked by the Russian verbal

prefix v(o)- and its closely related verbal circumfix v(o)- -sja. To be more specific, the aim is

to describe categories of meaning of the included Russian verbal affixes by applying Krongauz’s

(1998) semantic network method for prefixes, extended by a contrastive analysis between Russian

and Swedish.

This study is in nature inductive. But since the Russian prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja, as

well as the Swedish verbal particles i and in, have a similar common meaning of movement into

an enclosed space, that meaning is expected to be reflected in the results. Besides that, since

this study aims to contribute to the description of the Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja, the

issue here is to uncover polysemous or homonymous categories.

2.2 Methodology

The methodology of this study rests on two pillars: the contrastive perspective and Krongauz’s

method. I start this section with the contrastive method and end by incorporating Krongauz’s

method into the description.

One aim of this study is to discover semantic categories of the Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)-

-sja that are not easily detectable through a monolingual study. Discoveries of such linguistic

properties are facilitated by a contrastive analysis, which means by examining one language

through another language (König 2012). In this contrastive study, the first step is therefore

to find linguistic items to compare. The classification of Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja

is ambiguous in the literature. GR80 categorizes v(o)- as a prefix and v(o)- -sja as a prefix

plus a postfix. Janda et al. (2013), on the other hand, make no difference between the affixes.

But since the morphological potential differs between the affixes, I classify the affixes as prefixes

or circumfixes. A circumfix occurs on both sides of the verbal base, but I only consider the
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obligatory and simultaneous usage of the reflexive morpheme -sja with the prefix v(o)- as a

circumfix. I do not refer the inflective passivization of a prefixed active verb with the reflexive

postfix to this category.

In order to be able to correctly establish corresponding Swedish semantic equivalents of the

Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja, both a synchronic and a diachronic investigation is needed.

The updated bilingual Russian-Swedish dictionary Norstedts stora ryska ordbok: rysk-svensk,

svensk-rysk = Bol´šoj russko-švedskij, švedsko-russkij slovar´ Izdatel´stva ”Norstedts”: [144.000

ord och fraser] (NRO) provides corresponding linguistic items. Additional linguistic elements are

also supplied by Swedish cognates of the Russian affixes by looking in etymological dictionaries

and other linguistic history material.
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Figure 1: The left circle represents the semantic set of the Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja.
The right circle represents the semantic set of its Swedish etymological equivalents i and in. The
crossed diagonal area represents an overlap where the Russian affixes corresponds to its Swedish
etymological equivalents, while the diagonal area represents non-matching equivalents.

The direction of the sampled items will always be from Russian to Swedish, since the aim is

to discover categories in Russian through Swedish. A non-authentic graphical representation of

this is found in figure 1, where the non-empty area is the object of study. The left circle shows

the semantic domain of the Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja, while the right circle depicts the

semantic domain of its Swedish etymological equivalents. The area with the crossed diagonal

lines represents etymologically corresponding linguistic items similar in meaning. The area with

the diagonal lines displays meanings, which in Swedish are not expressed with equivalents to the

affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja or are expressed with different types of constructions.

The second step is to extract bilingual data material. In order to maximize the density of

number of different constructions, NRO is used. In this way, the number of data items to

analyse and compare can be maintained at a high level without compromising on the diversity

of constructions. A corpus-based sampling would have provided lower density of purposeful

constructions. The source of data is chosen on the basis of its comprehensiveness and continuous
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updates to actual synchronic language usage. All data will include the Russian affixes v(o)- and

v(o)- -sja, while the Swedish corresponding equivalents will be expressed by either the Swedish

particles i and in, or other words or constructions. Due to the limited scope of this study, only the

most fundamental meanings of these affixes will be investigated. Since the affixes fundamentally

are spatial in origin, only verbs relating to the concrete physical space will be included, which

means spatial actions and activities involving physical movements or other physical effects. The

semantic domains of social and mental activities are excluded.

The data material consists of verbs with the verbal prefix v-, including its allomorph vo-, and

verbs with the circumfix v- -sja and its allomorph vo- -sja. The affix of the selected verbs must

be productive, and derive verbs from verbs. Janda et al. (2013: 145, 147) report that the verbal

prefix v(o)- also combines with the prefixes pere-, raz-, s-, u- and za-. Verbs with the combination

of two or more prefixes are not included into the data material to avoid semantic complications

due to possible semantic interactions between the prefixes. For a single verb, the determination

whether it is complex or simplex can seem unclear from a synchronic perspective; for instance is

the compositional status of the Russian verb vstat´ ‘stand up’ divergent in the literature (En-

dresen & Plungian 2012). Tichonov (1985) analyses the verb as the simplex vsta-t´, while other

claim transparency, for example, both Poticha (1964) and Kuznecova & Efremova (1986) point

out the prefix v- in the verb v-sta-t´, while Endresen & Plungian (2012) argue in favour of a

verbal formation from the prefix vz-, indicating blurry morpheme boundaries. In this study, the

morphological statuses of the verbs are analysed according to the authoritative word-formational

dictionary Slovoobrazovatel´nyj slovar´ russkogo jazyka: v dvuch tomach. T. 1, [Slovoobrazova-

tel´nye gnezda: A-P] (Tichonov 1985), the dictionary of morphemes Slovar´ morfem russkogo

jazyka: okolo 52,000 slov (Kuznecova & Efremova 1986) and the word-formational dictionary

Škol´nyj slovoobrazovatel´nyj slovar´ (Poticha 1964). In order to achieve high validity of struc-

tural transparency and semantic decompositionality, only affixed verbs, which all of the three

dictionaries agree on, are incorporated into the data material. Disagreement among the sources

indicates synchronic opacity. The task to untangle opaqueness is too comprehensive for a small-

scale study like this, since complex transparency of verbs is a gradient phenomenon (Endresen

& Plungian 2012).

Since the primary interest is to uncover semantic categories, not to examine inter-categorical

relations, the choice of methodology is the analysis tool developed by Krongauz (1998). Krongauz
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(1998: 111, 149-159) presents a method to conceptualize meanings of prefixes as a semantic

net consisting of separate specific instantiated meanings, rules to transfer one meaning into

another meaning and rules for interaction of meanings with semantic, pragmatic and contextual

factors. The semantic system must also be able to provide rules for the relationship between local

invariants of meaning between different levels. This implies an atomistic bottom-up approach

where a detailed list of the specific meanings of the prefix is compiled. Specific meanings are

discovered by investigating a group of prefixed verbs that share semantic and morphosyntactic

properties. On the basis of concrete specific groups, more abstract meanings are constructed

higher up in the multi-leveled network. This is in opposition to top-down procedures where data

is interpreted to fit a model that must be built on known underlying mechanisms. Since all

concrete mechanisms that can explain abstract and specific meanings are unidentified, a created

model will affect the description of the linguistic data material (Krongauz 1998: 78). This

selected approach will instead pay attention to discoveries in the data material in the deepest

possible level with a minimum of artistic creation.

The focus on structures also allows a confrontation of the semantic structures of the Russian

affixes by using their Swedish cognate verbal particles i and in as a base. Therefore the focus of

this study is to build a lexicographical description of the meanings in a style similar to a dictionary

article. Even though the network-based method of Krongauz is based on a system on both groups

of meaning and relations between them in many levels, the focus in this study is to find concrete

groups of meaning and characterize them. Each subgroup is delimited from each other by Russian

morphosyntactic behaviors, interpreted meanings and a contrastive analysis. The study model

follows Krongauz (1998: 175) but with an extra layer of semantic roles and an additional field for

Swedish syntactic structures. In his schema, he is not including argument roles, nor participant

roles, but only non-role-specific semantic features, despite the fact that verbal prefixes actively

interacts with argument roles in the event (Krongauz 1998: 113). Semantic roles are, however,

useful for crosslinguistic studying of morphosyntactic markings of participants, especially if the

coding is formally diverse, since the definitions do not depend on formal criteria (Kittilä, Vasti

& Ylikoski 2011: 7). A good starting point in this bilingual study is therefore to augment my

schema with a row describing the analysed semantic roles. The groups of meaning are identified,

not according to comparing prefixed verbs with their corresponding prefixless verbs, but with

similar prefixed verbs. The schema contains the following entries: 1. Examples, 2. Verbs, 3.
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Semantic Roles, 4. Syntactic Structure, 5. Meaning. The first entry, Examples, shows phrases

with concrete Russian verbs and their Swedish and English corresponding translations. The

second entry, Verbs, displays verbs with similar semantic and morphosyntactical behavior. The

third item in the list shows the investigated semantic roles. The next field is filed by Syntactic

Structure that shows the general realized morphosyntactic pattern of the verbs. The last entry

gives the meaning in form of a metalanguage, which explains more than just abstract semantic

features (Krongauz 1998: 72).

The bilingual data for the example fields is collected from the parallel corpus InterCorp (2015).

Priority is given to examples, in which the Swedish particle verbs match translation equivalents

in the dictionary word by word. The examples should also be appropriate. In case only a few or

no suitable and matching examples could be found for a category, Swedish translations on phrase

level are accepted. The Russian verbs in the examples will, however, always be identical to the

verbs in the dictionary. In cases where bilingual data collected from InterCorp (2015) cannot

provide enough concrete contexts for the Example field, supplementary examples are collected

and translated from NRO.

There is no consensus definition of semantic roles (Kittilä, Vasti & Ylikoski 2011: 6-7). Different

scholars use different criteria and there is no agreement about the number of semantic roles to

describe entire languages (Kittilä, Vasti & Ylikoski 2011: 7). There is, however, some general

agreement about the most widely used semantic roles (Kittilä, Vasti & Ylikoski 2011: 1). Agent

is the semantic role that “initiates and executes, possibly deliberately, the eventuality denoted

by the verb” (Primus 2015). Patient is the semantic role that is “causally affected, moved or

otherwise changed in the eventuality denoted by the verb” (Primus 2015). To my inventory of

semantic roles I add Theme3, since it can take the grammatical role of either subject or object

(Primus 2015), which means agentive or patientive Themes. Theme is the participant that is

moving in a motion event or is located in a location event (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005:

49, 79). In my definition of Patient, the notion of movement is excluded. The semantic roles

of participants in space are self-explanatory: Locative (lying on the floor), Source, Path and

Goal, for example “driving from home (source) through the forest (path) to the railway station

(locational goal)” (Primus 2015). In this study, I prefer Location instead of Locative, to not

confuse it with the Russian locative case.
3According to Levin & Rappaport Hovav (2005: 49, 79), the notion theme is introduced by Gruber and

formilized by Jackendoff.
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I also choose to adopt the label Direction defined by Kittilä (2014: 154) instead of the traditional

Goal. Direction consists of an array of similar realized sub-roles distinguished by semantic

features. The relevant features in this study are [+endpoint] and [±coincidence]. The first

feature refers to the focus of the Direction on the endpoint of the translational motion of the

Theme. The second feature distinguishes whether the location of the Theme and the location

of the Direction coincides after the motion has completed (Kittilä 2014: 156). A negative sign

indicates that the Theme is in the vicinity of the Direction (Kittilä 2014: 156). The approach

in a previous study (Kittilä & Ylikoski 2011) were instead to consider Goal and Vicinal Goal to

be two separate semantic roles.

This study delimits the object of study to the most typically realized participants of the event

described by the prefixed verbs. The primary source of information is whatever may be found

in the dictionary NRO for each verb. In case no syntactic information exists in the dictionary

entry, intuition and harmonizing with other verbs in the schema is used. Since the prefix v(o)-

has the meaning of moving into something, rational preconceptions suggest that a goal will be

the most frequent realized semantic role. Statistics confirms this presumption; Ferm (1990: 53),

who studied the relations between prefixes of Russian verbs of motion and prepositional phrases,

states the following frequencies of realized spatial valency for the prefix v(o)-: goal (76.8%),

source (2.7%), goal and source (3.6%), no realization (17.0%). There is no reasonable doubt to

dispute the dominance of other roles than goal in Swedish. Strzelecka (2003: 148, 205) describes

the Swedish particle in as allative, where the prototypical landmark is a container with a roof.

A goal-oriented movement is also observed for the motion particle i, according to Norén (1996:

122). Information about the syntactic structure of the Russian prefixed verbs is checked in a

search engine as a final resort when enough information is not available.

2.3 Material

The data material is extracted from the Russian-Swedish bilingual dictionary Norstedts stora

ryska ordbok: rysk-svensk, svensk-rysk = Bol´šoj russko-švedskij, švedsko-russkij slovar´ Izda-

tel´stva ”Norstedts”: [144.000 ord och fraser] (NRO 2012). Supplemental data material is pro-

vided by the parallel corpus Czech National Corpus - InterCorp (InterCorp 2015).

The Russian-Swedish bilingual dictionary Norstedts stora ryska ordbok: rysk-svensk, svensk-
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rysk = Bol´šoj russko-švedskij, švedsko-russkij slovar´ Izdatel´stva ”Norstedts”: [144.000 ord och

fraser] is modern and synchronic. This updated version contains 144 000 entries (NRO).

Intercorp is a free multilingual parallel corpus, provided by Czech National Corpus, that is ac-

cessible via the corpus manager KonText (Čermák & Rosen 2012). It provides language material

from 38 languages where Czech is the pivot language. The Russian subcorpus consists of about

17 million tokens (Korpus InterCorp – ruština, verze 8 z 4.6 ). The Swedish subcorpus is com-

posed of 57 million words (Korpus InterCorp – švédština, verze 8 z 4.6 ). The aim of the parallel

corpus is to become general and synchronic. Sampling is made from several genres. The core of

the corpus consists mostly of manually aligned fiction. The optional collections are automati-

cally processed texts including political commentaries, legal texts, proceedings of the European

Parliament, and film subtitles. The texts in the Swedish and Russian subcorpora are both au-

tomatically POS-tagged and lemmatized. The overlapping number of tokens between the two

subcorpora is about 4.6 million tokens. The reason for the low number is that only the categories

of the core and subtitles overlap (InterCorp 2015).
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3 Theoretical Background

This chapter presents a concise summary of the theoretical background of the Russian verbal

prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja, and its Swedish equivalent morphemes. First, I begin with

a short general discussion of Russian prefixes where I lay out formal criteria and models of

meaning. Second, as both Russian and Swedish are Indo-European languages, an etymological

investigation is necessary in order to establish the Swedish cognates of the Russian verbal prefix

v(o)-. The chapter ends with a presentation of the semantics of the Russian verbal prefix and its

correlating Swedish morphemes, including a short contrastive summary of the interpretations.

3.1 Verbal Prefixes in Russian

3.1.1 Criteria

To identify prefixes may at the first glance be trivial. For the verb vchodit´ ‘to go in(to)’, it is easy

for a person with knowledge of Russian to detect its parts: v- is its prefix and chodit´ ‘to go’ the

corresponding prefixless verb. But consider for example the verb voploščat´ ‘to embody’. That

verb is not treated as prefixed in the word-formation dictionary Slovoobrazovatel´nyj slovar´

russkogo jazyka: v dvuch tomach. T. 1, [Slovoobrazovatel´nye gnezda: A-P] (Tichonov 1985:

191). The verb is likely borrowed from Church Slavonic, and was originally perceived as prefixed

(Vasmer, Trubačev & Larin 1986: 350); the Church Slavonic prefix vъ- probably developed into

the Russian syllable vo, not to be confused with the Russian prefix allomorph vo-. Another

example is the verb vnušit´ ‘to inspire’ which has an identifiable prefix vn- (Vasmer, Trubačev

& Larin 1986: 329) that is an old variant of v- (Vasmer, Trubačev & Larin 1986: 328). But

according to Tichonov (1985: 278), vn- is not a prefix in contemporary Russian. These examples

show that we need to establish criteria to be able to address problematic cases.

To be able to classify morphemes as verbal prefixes, Krongauz (1998: 101) applies four basic

criteria. A sufficient condition for prefixhood is productivity (Krongauz 1998: 105; Dixon 2014:

54). That condition is unproblematic since the prefix v- is among the productive prefixes in

Russian (Krongauz 1998: 105), and the old prefix vn- is no longer an allomorph. A second
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condition is that the verbal prefix should be simple, to make the analysis easier (Krongauz 1998:

105).

A verbal prefix should derive a verb (Krongauz 1998: 101-102). An example of a non-verbal

prefix attached to a verb is given by Krongauz (1998: 102): The prefix bez- is not a verbal

prefix of the verb bezdejstovat´ ‘to idle’, because the verb is derived from the noun bezdejstvie

‘inactivity’, which itself is derived from the noun dejstvie ‘activity’. Sometimes verbal prefixes

are not directly derived from verbs, but indirectly. The prefix v- of the verb vpisyvat´ ‘to type

in’ (my example) for example is the same prefix as the verbal prefix in the verb vpisat´ ‘to type

in’, which is derived from pisat´ ‘to write’. The first occurrence of the prefix in the derivation

chain determines its status.

According to Krongauz (1998: 103), a Russian verbal prefix must perfectivize the verb, otherwise

it is a case of compounding such as protivostojat´ ‘to resist’. Anomalies to this derivation pattern

are treated as exceptions, for example the biaspectual dešifrovat´ ‘to decipher’ or the imperfective

vygljadet´ ‘to look’, derived from the imperfective gljadet´ ‘to look’. Also problematic is the case

of suppletion: lovit´IPFV/pojmat´PFV ‘to catch’. Instead of accepting numerous deviations that

make this criteria to the limit of being untenable, all these problems are solved by assigning the

aspect to the stem, see 3.1.2 for a discussion. The criteria of perfectivization is not necessary.

Verbs with the circumfix v(o)- -sja is interpreted in a various ways in the literature. Janda et al.

(2013) occasionally equalize the circumfix v(o)- -sja with the prefix v(o)-, and sometimes not.

The verbs vputat´ and vputat´sja are sometimes listed as either one verb or two verbs (Janda

et al. 2013: 42, 143). In the study, verbs with simultaneously attached prefix v(o)- and suffix

-sja are included (Janda et al. 2013: 27). Also included are verbs where the reflexive suffix -sja

is only claimed to decrease transitivity, for example the perfective verb umyt´sja ‘wash (one’s

face)’ (Janda et al. 2013: 27). Prefixed reflexive verbs with no corresponding unprefixed verbs

are not included, for example razut´sja ‘take off one’s shoes’ is not derived from *ut´sja (Janda

et al. 2013: 27). GR80 on the other hand clearly separates the prefix from the circumfix, which

is labeled as prefix plus postfix, the traditional label in Russian linguistics (Say 2005). This

study follows the division made by Israeli (1997: 47), adopted from Geniušienė (1987), where the

verbs with the suffix -sja are subdivided into two categories. Passive verbs with the -sja form

are inflected from active imperfective non-reflexive verbs. These verbs are considered to belong
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to the class of non-sja verbs. Other verbs with the reflexive suffix are considered to belong to a

“highly restricted lexical class” (Israeli 1997: 47).

Finally, it is necessary to state the formal potentials of the affixes. The two forms v- and vo-

are allomorphs of phonological reasons (Krongauz 1998: 100; GR80 1980: 356). The suffix -sja

has three allomorphs: -sja, -s´ and Ø. The second form is used after vowels in non-participles,

while the third form is used in past passive participles derived from reflexive verbs, for example:

vljubit´sja, vljubilas´ and vljublenØ. Otherwise the first form is used. The participle vljublenØ

is derived from the circumfixed verb vljubit´sja, since it does not allow an agentive passive: *On

byl vljublen eju (v sebja) ‘He was made to fall in love (with her) by her’ (Israeli 1997: 47).

Israeli (1997: 47) also concludes that the prefixed verb vljubit´ is derived from the circumfixed

verb vljubit´sja, where the prefix v- and suffix -sja are simultaneously applied to the verb as the

circumfix v- -sja. Other verbs with this wordformation are vdumat´sja and vslušat´sja.

3.1.2 Meaning

In this subsection, I want to address two major interconnected problems regarding meanings

of prefixes in Russian linguistics. I start with the grammatical conundrum about the so called

empty prefixes, which is of minor concern here, and continue with the issue of modeling meanings

for prefixes.

Slavic languages have acquired grammatical aspect (also called viewpoint aspect (Smith 1983,

1997)). The verb stems are classified according to an aspect opposition of imperfective and

perfective, based on regular stem derivation (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted). In the regular

pattern, a simplex imperfective verb is unmarked while the marked perfective verb is derived by

prefixation, for example:

(1) pis-a-t´IPFV

write-SFX-INF
=⇒ na-pis-a-t´PFV

PFX-write-SFX-INF

Prefixes can also modify the meaning when applied to unprefixed simplexes, for example:
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(2) pis-a-t´IPFV

write-SFX-INF
‘to write’

=⇒ v-pis-a-t´PFV

PFX-write-SFX-INF
‘to inscribe’

A secondary imperfective is often derived from that prefixed verb by suffixation:

(3) v-pis-a-t´PFV

PFX-write-SFX-INF
=⇒ v-pis-yv-a-t´IPFV

PFX-write-SFX-SFX-INF

The opposition of imperfective and perfective forms a grammatical system. The imperfective verb

in the aspect pair must be used instead of the perfective verb with certain grammatical functions,

and contrary. In contrast to synonyms, which are selectable, the aspect pairs can share lexical

meaning but not the same grammatical meaning. The identification of the functions of the

oppositions are reliable and can be predicted with a high degree of reliability. Therefore it is a

system. In for example Swedish, which has no grammatical aspect system but instead has lexical

aspect (also called aktionsart), the markers are optional or unpredictable. The Russian aspect

system itself has become stronger than the derivational mechanisms, and allows etymologically

unrelated verbs to form aspect pairs: brat´ IPFV/vzjat´PFV ‘take’ (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted).

Since the lexical meanings are identical for verbs in the aspect pair, there are two main views

regarding the meaning of the prefix of the perfective verb: either the prefix is semantically empty

or the meaning of the prefix is shared with the base of prefixed verb (Krongauz 1998: 79-84).

The empty prefixes arises when the whole semantic difference between the prefixed verb and

the motivated unprefixed verb in the aspect pair is attributed to the prefix (Krongauz 1998:

105-108). This idea of arithmetic subtraction can be formulated in the following way: Let the

meanings of the verbs within the aspect pair be equal:

(4) MeaningPrefixed verb = MeaningUnprefixed verb.

Assume that the meaning of the prefixed verb is decomposable:

(5) MeaningPrefixed verb = MeaningPrefix + MeaningUnprefixed verb.

Substitution yields:
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(6) MeaningUnprefixed verb = MeaningPrefix + MeaningUnprefixed verb.

Subtraction gives us the meaning of the prefix:

(7) MeaningPrefix = MeaningUnprefixed verb - MeaningUnprefixed verb = 0.

To apply arithmetic operators, used for numbers, cannot yield a possible duplication of meanings.

The semantic null effect on the prefix may therefore be caused by the methodology. Instead of

treating the semantic domain as a scalar quantity, assume that the meaning of a morpheme can

be described by a collection of meaning components that are elements of a set. Let the semantic

components of an unprefixed verb belong to a set SUnprefixed verb. Let the semantic components

of a corresponding prefixed verb belong to a set SPrefixed verb. Let the semantic components of

the verbal prefix belong to a set P. Assume the prefixed verb is decomposable, which means that

all elements in SPrefixed verb are also elements in either P or inSUnprefixed verb:

(8) SPrefixed verb = SUnprefixed verb ∪ P.

Since the prefix does not add any meaning component, all elements of SPrefixed verb are also

elements of SUnprefixed verb:

(9) SPrefixed verb = SUnprefixed verb.

Thus, all elements of SUnprefixed verb also belong to SUnprefixed verb ∪ P :

(10) SUnprefixed verb = SUnprefixed verb ∪ P.

This set equation has two solutions. First, let’s show the case of overlap: Suppose x ∈ P. Then

x ∈ SUnprefixed verb. Therefore P ⊂ SUnprefixed verb.

Second, let’s show that the empty set is also a solution. Let the set P be empty of elements,

which means:

(11) SUnprefixed verb = SUnprefixed verb ∪ ∅.

To show that P = ∅, we had to prove the identity from two directions. First, let’s prove it
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from left to right. Suppose x ∈ SUnprefixed verb. Then x ∈ SUnprefixed verb or x ∈ ∅. Thus x ∈

SUnprefixed verb ∪ ∅.

Second, let’s prove it from right to left. Suppose x ∈ SUnprefixed verb ∪ ∅. Since ∅ has no elements,

x ∈ SUnprefixed verb.

By adopting a set model for the semantics of verbal prefixes it is possible to show that both

empty prefixes and overlapping prefixes are possible. In order to properly understand the se-

mantic nature of the verbal prefixes, it is necessary to try to depict the mechanisms behind the

development of the aspects.

The opposition between imperfective and perfective must have been established already in Com-

mon Slavic, since it exists in all Slavic languages. Originally, the verbal prefixes did not exist in

Proto-Indo-European, and was developed from lexical items like nouns and adverbs that existed

before the emergence of the aspect system. Therefore, it is assumed that the prefixes only modi-

fied the lexical meaning of the unprefixed verb. The suffixes on the other hand are inherited from

Proto-Indo-European suffixes, but are reinterpreted and remodeled. The system became stronger

over time, when each member of the derivational pair acquired an increasingly complementary

set of functions (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted).

Wiemer & Seržant (Accepted) suggest that the difference between telicity1 (inherited lexical

telicity) and atelicity1 (inherited lexical atelicity) was the initial driving force of the development

of the aspect system. Telicity1 is a hereditary feature of the verb or the predicate that implies

a depicted situation with a natural internal endpoint, compare for example the telic solve a

problem with the atelic solve problems. The Russian verb pisat´ ‘to write’ can have either a

telic1 or a atelic1 reading, while napisat´ ‘to finish writing’ is telic1 and popisat´ ‘to write for

a small amount of time’ is atelic1. Telicity2 (overtly realized telicity) focuses on the realization

of this lexical endpoint. This means for example that napisat´ pis´mo ‘finish writing the letter’

would be both telic2 and telic1 while pisat´ pis´mo ‘write the letter’ would be atelic2 and telic1

(Arkadiev 2015: 22). The implication of this is that both imperfective and perfective verbs can

be telic1, while only the perfective verb can be telic2 (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted).

The lexical opposition of telic and atelic stems is connected to the Vey-Schooneveld effect

(Wiemer & Seržant Accepted). This effect may also explain the so called empty prefixes (Kro-
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ngauz 1998: 79-82; Arkadiev 2015: 82-85; Janda et al. 2013). The Vey-Schooneveld effect is a

phenomenon where the verbal prefix of the complex verb and the corresponding simplex stem

share the same inherent semantic component (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted). Traditionally, the

shared duplicated meanings of the prefix and the simplex stem have been interpreted as the

prefix being semantically empty but indicating some kind of border. An alternative explanation

is that the duplication of the semantic components did not only had the effect of emphasizing

that lexical component but also focused on a realized inherited endpoint of the simplex verb,

which means the regularization of telicity2.

The development of the Slavic aspect system can be sketched as following: In Common Slavic,

there was a lexical opposition between telic and atelic stems, connected to the Vey-Schooneveld

effect that emphasises lexically inherent boundaries. In Common and Early Slavic, the opposition

was extended further into marking the realized opposition of telicity and atelicity by prefixes. In

Late Slavic, the prefixes increasingly were used to differentiate between other aspectual meanings

as ingressitivity, temporal delimitations and other natural delimitations. The last stage was the

secondary suffixation (Wiemer & Seržant Accepted).

The problem of identifying exactly the same semantic component in both the prefix and in the

simplex stem is not solvable by some known method, since it is not possible to extract the

meaning of a prefix directly from the text (Krongauz 1998: 106). Instead indirect methods had

to be applied to solve the problem of empty verbal prefixes. The study of this problem requires

more detailed analyses (Arkadiev 2015: 85), for example the synchronic statistical method of

Janda et al. (2013). But by investigating a possible diachronic history of the aspect system,

it may be possible to find arguments against the empty prefixes. But even if the origin of the

prefixes are shared semantics, the prefixes can have become semantically empty. In that case,

semantics is the motivating factor. The problem of the empty prefixes is still unsolved.

In Russian linguistics, the dispute about the interpretation of the lexical meaning of the prefixes is

not settled (Zaliznjak 2006: 300-301). Essentially, two main opposite positions can be observed:

monosemists versus polysemists. The main problem is whether each prefix has exactly one

abstract meaning or whether there they are polysemous. The monosemist’s model is motivated

by intuition (Dobrušina 2010). According to Zaliznjak (2006: 300), if some rare homonymic

meanings of each prefixes are excluded, Russian speakers have an intuitive sense of one common
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meaning per prefix. This main meaning is well known and often concrete and spatial (Krongauz

1998: 76). In the monosemic model, an invariant with one abstract meaning is formulated for

each prefix. This invariant meaning is said to be constant for all verbs in interaction with every

other possible element and contexts (Zaliznjak 2006: 301). The invariant is realized with all

prefixed verbs and then interpreted. Krongauz (1998: 75) points out that the invariant meaning

often is very abstract and hard to connect to each realized submeaning. Dobrušina (2010) defends

the monosemic model despite the fact that prefixes are highly polysemic. She acknowledges that

the predicting value of the invariant is rather low, but instead can be used to increase explanatory

power. In cases where the transparency of the links between the abstract meaning of the invariant

and its realizations is rather low, for example for the verbal prefix pri-, the abstract meaning

must be in an even deeper level, which makes it even harder to connect the invariant meaning

to the concrete realization. The pointlessness of invariants is also addressed by Zaliznjak (2006:

301, 303). She argues that if the value of the prefix is constant for one and the same prefix

but with different roots, it is not needed. All the reproduced interpretations will correspond to

all the meanings that can be modeled with a polysemic model. The only difference between a

traditional model and a cognitive model is the center of focus. In the monosemic model, the task

is to describe classes represented by realized interpretations and their conditions, while in the

polysemic (or homosemic) model the undertaking is to differentiate different types of meanings

(Zaliznjak 2006: 304).

3.2 Diachrony of the Russian Prefix v(o)- and its Swedish Cog-

nates

Since Russian and Swedish are both Indo-European languages, and can be traced back to a

common proto-language, it is necessary to investigate the cognate morphemes. The Russian

morpheme v(o) and the Old Church Slavonic vъ(n)4 are etymologically both prefixes and prepo-

sitions (Vasmer, Trubačev & Larin 1986: 262; Derksen 2008: 530). Together with the unpro-

ductive Russian prefix vn- (Vasmer, Trubačev & Larin 1986: 328), they are cognates with the

Old Norse preposition i ‘in’ and the Latin prefix and preverbal in ‘in’ (Kroonen 2013: 269;

Vaan 2008: 300). In most Indo-European languages, but not in Balto-Slavic, the cognates of the
4In Proto-Slavic, *ъ was probably a short back vowel, lower than u, but higher than o (Carlton 1991: 150).
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Russian prefix v- can be identified with the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European *h1en5, 6 (Vaan

2008: 300), or as Kroonen (2013: 269) instead suggests *h1en(-i). In Balto-Slavic, the e-grade

of *h1en is not possible (Derksen 2008: 530). Instead a zero-grade (*h1n) or an o-grade (*h1on)

is proposed in the literature.

The reconstructed Proto-Indo-European form, *h1en, cannot yield the present non-frontal vowels

in the Russian prefix v(o)- and the Old Church Slavonic vъ(n), according to known sound laws

and conditions (Shevelov 1964: 90). Either the Slavic prefix is developed from an zero-grade or an

o-grade of *h1en (Derksen 2008: 530). Meillet (1951: 125) prefers the o-grade and reconstructs

the Proto-Slavic *on. Shevelov (1964: 230, 332), on the other hand, suggests the zero-grade

Proto-Slavic, which means *h1n>*n
˚
>*uN 7, 8. Derksen (2008: 530) also prefers the zero-grade

and proposes the Balto-Slavic *h1n
˚
>*in associated with the Lithuanian į ‘in’. In Slavic, if a zero-

grade is accepted, the syllabic *n
˚

for the most times developed into *in, but in all other cases

turned into *un (Shevelov 1964: 82-93). This unexpected reflex may share the same condition

as the Old Church Slavonic sъto ‘hundred’ and the Lithuanian šimtas ‘hundred’ (Derksen 2008:

530).

Eventually, a prothetic consonant v developed initially before the non-frontal vowel, and the final

n was eliminated, yielding the reconstructed Proto-Slavic *vъ(n) (Shevelov 1964: 230). The nasal

was only retained in cases where the morpheme boundaries changed (Shevelov 1964: 230). This

explains for example the unproductive prefix vn- in vnušit´ ‘to inspire’. In Common Slavic9,

the syllabic structure was constrained by The Law of Open Syllables10 and rising sonority of

syllables11 (Nesset 2015: 201). In early Common Slavic, the nasal in the last position fell due

to both constraints (Nesset 2015: 202). During the same time a prothetic consonant developed

in accordance with the second constraint, because it did not have rising sonority (Nesset 2015:

212). Since the back vowels are rounded in Common Slavic, which means labialized articulation

involving rounded lips, a bilabial sonorant fonem /w/, articulated in the same way, developed. In

Late Common Slavic, Havlik’s Law12 explains the fall and the vocalization of the jers, including
5The so called laryngeal *h1 is believed to be a “consonant of unknown phonetic nature but probably of velar,

pharyngeal or glottal articulation place” (Beekes & Vaan 2011: 103) .
6The asterisk marks reconstructed words.
7The subscript ring indicates that the consonant is syllabic.
8The greater-than sign indicates sound changes from the left side to the right side.
9300-1000 AD (Nesset 2015: 11)

10A syllable must end in a vowel.
11Sonority hierarchy from low to high: plosives<fricatives<sonorants<high vowels<mid vowels<low vowels.
12Strong positions resulted in vocalizations (ъ>o, ь>e) while weak positions fall (ъ, ь>ø). Counting the jers

from right to left, every odd number indicates a weak position and every even number a strong position. A non-jer
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ъ (Nesset 2015: 246-248). This law marks the end of the open syllables, since the jers in the end-

positions fell, and closed syllables were created (Nesset 2015: 248, 252). The bilabial sonorant w

changed into a labio-dental fricative probably in Old Russian13 (Nesset 2015: 257). The change

did not happen in Belarusian, Ukrainian or southwestern dialects of Russian.

In contrast to the Russian prefix v(o)-, the Old Norse preposition i is developed from a Proto-

Indo-European e-grade vowel. Kroonen (2013: 269) reconstructs the Proto-Germanic preposition

directly as *in(i), while Bjorvand & Lindeman (2000: 428) claims that the Proto-Germanic

preposition *en later changed into *in. In Proto-Germanic, the preposition *in(i) developed

into an adverb (Hellquist 1980: 404). Along the original preposition with a short consonant n,

a second form with a long consonant n developed (Wessén 1998: 183). This second preposition

also became used as an adverb with a secondary or emphatic function (Bjorvand & Lindeman

2000: 428). In late Proto-Norse, the short nasal n in the original preposition was lost and was

compensated by an increase in the vowel length of i (Kock 1906: 82). The late change is visible

in Old Swedish texts, where both short i and long i are found (Kock 1906: 88-89). Even the

old form in with the short n did not completely die, and is encountered many times in Old

Swedish texts (Kock 1906: 87). The short length of the vowel i in the adverb in did not change

in Proto-Norse, as was the case in most closed syllables with i (Kock 1906: 24). In contemporary

Swedish, the preposition i has acquired adverbial functions and is also classified as an adverb

(SAOL 2013: 366, 372). In modern Swedish, the Proto-Indo-European prefix *h1en
˚

is reflected

in both the preposition i and the adverb in.

Incorporation of the Swedish adverbs into verbs extends the correlating morphemes of the Russian

prefix v- to the prefixes (preverbials) i- and in-. The prefix in- can originates from German, Latin

or Swedish (Hellquist 1980: 404). The Latin prefix in- also appears in its assimilated forms im-,

ir- or il- (Wessén 1998: 183).

To sum it up, the Russian prefix v- with its allomorph vo- corresponds etymologically to the

Swedish preposition i and adverb in. The Russian prefix v(o)- may also correspond to the prefix

in- and its assimilated forms im-, ir- or il-.

vowel resets the counting. (Nesset 2015: 247-248)
131000-1400 AD (Nesset 2015: 11)
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3.3 The Verbal Prefix v(o)-

Four presentations of the Russian verbal prefix v(o)- are of special interest here. Three mono-

lingual investigations cover different theoretical perspectives. A bilingual dictionary covers the

contrastive perspective.

The Russian standard reference grammar Russkaja grammatika I. Fonetika. Fonologija. Udare-

nie. Intonacija. Slovoobrazovanie. Morfologija (GR80) lists word-formation types of affixed

verbs in a traditional manner. According to GR80, verbs with the prefix v(o)- and verbs with

the circumfix v(o)- -sja consists of one type each. Each type is divided into two varieties. For

the prefixed verbs (GR80: 357), the first variety consists of verbs with the meaning of putting

something inside or penetrating into something, where the simplex verb describes the action.

Two examples of that are vkatit´ ‘to roll into’ and vpolzti´ ‘to climb into’14. The second variety

describes putting something into a space, created by the action denoted by the unprefixed verb.

One example of this type is vryt´ ‘to dig into’. For the circumfixed verbs (GR80: 385), the

first variety contains verbs with the meaning of going deeply into something. Two examples are

vdumat´sja ‘to think over’ or ‘to go deeply into something by thinking’ and vslušat´sja ‘to listen

attentively’. The second variety involves verbs with the meaning of getting used to something or

making oneself familiar with something, for example vrabotat´sja ‘to become familiar with the

work’.

Verbs with this prefix or circumfix also have some important grammatical properties. Many

prefixed verb in the perfective aspect are derived from an unprefixed verb in the perfective

aspect (GR80: 357). In this productive group of prefixed verbs, the aspect is not changed:

vbrosit´ ‘to throw in’, vdvinut´ ‘put in’ and vdernut´ ‘pull in’. The prepositional phrase with

the preposition v(o) is considered to belong to the valence of the prefixed verbs in this category,

in contrast to their unprefixed counterparts. This is often also the case for the circumfixed verbs

(GR80: 385). When prepositions other than v(o) is used with the prefixed verbs, the meaning

of the verb with the preposition v(o) may be an action that is simultaneously directed towards

the object governed by the preposition and entering a space where the object is (GR80: 357).

The given examples includes the preposition na ‘onto’, which combined with the prefix v(o)-

transforms the directional meaning to up: vbežat´ na lestnicu ‘to run up a ladder’. With the
14All translations into English in this thesis are mine except otherwise stated.
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preposition pod the movement is under the object, not into the object: vpolzti pod dom ‘to crawl

under the house’. This indicates that the meaning of the prefix is not only interacting with the

verb but also with prepositional phrases.

Janda et al. (2013) has analysed the Russian verbal prefix in the framework of cognitive grammar

by assuming a radial model for meanings. According to Janda et al. (2013: 22), a radial category

of meaning is a combination of list-type and feature-type models. In their model, one meaning

out of many polysemous meanings (no homonymous meanings exist) is the central prototype

for each prefix. The prototypical meaning is the most central meaning in the semantic network

of each prefix, and has some kind of direct or indirect relationship to all other meanings. It is

also the semantically most salient member in the network; all other meanings have a marginal

status. Janda et al. (2013: 79) describes this prototypical meaning as a “baggage” that the prefix

brings with it along all radial categories of meaning. Janda et al. (2013: 41-42) claim that the

Russian verbal prefix v(o)-, including the circumfix v(o)- -sja can be represented by a minimal

radial category with only one meaning, bearing the prototypical meaning “INTO”. According to

Janda et al. (2013: 78), the focus of the prefixed verbs of motion is entering a container. The

main example of this meaning is given by Jura vošel v komnatu ‘Jura entered the room’15 (Janda

et al. 2012). With verbs of perception, they use a simile to say that ‘it is as if one “enters” the

object’, which means vsmotret´sja ‘scrutinize, peer into’ (Janda et al. 2013: 78-79). Practically,

the consequence of having only one radial category is that the meaning of the prefix v(o)- has

a general meaning modelled according to a feature-type model. The implication of this is that

all examples are central with no marginal status; no example is considered to fit the radial

category better or be more semantically significant; and the meaning of the prefix v(o)- as ‘into

a container’ should be represented in all examples.

Their study included 50 “Specialized Perfectives” and two “Natural Perfectives” (Janda et al.

2013: 42). Sometimes, Janda et al. (2013: 42, 143) mention three Natural Perfectives. Janda

et al. (2013) oppose the hypothesis of empty prefixes, and therefore use a special terminology.

Natural Perfectives are those verbs where the meaning matches its corresponding unprefixed

imperfective verb, such as the aspectual pair pisat´ and napisat´ ‘to write’ (Janda et al. 2013:

3). Special perfectives are those verbs where the lexical meaning differs from that of its prefixless

counterpart (Janda et al. 2013: 4), for example is perepisat´ ‘to rewrite’ formed from pisat´
15All English translations are cited from Janda et al. (2012) or Janda et al. (2013).
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‘to write’. The Natural Perfectives are vkolot´ ‘inject’ and vputat´(sja) ‘involve somebody in

an unpleasant situation’ (Janda et al. 2013: 42). The confusion about the number of Natural

Perfectives is probably due to the middle voice of the latter verb, which I here regard as a

separate circumfixed verb.

Janda et al. (2013: 41-42) distinguish five different categories among the prefixed verbs. The

first category contains motion verbs such as vbežat´ ‘run into’. The second category includes

activity verbs that “can be used to effect insertion”, for example vstavit´ ‘insert’, vpisat´ ‘insert

in text’ and vlipnut´ ‘get stuck in’. To the third category belongs a group of verbs relating to

substances, when prefixed acquire a “meaning of absorption and mixing”, as vpitat´ ‘absorb’ and

vlit´ ‘pour into’. The fourth category consists of perception verbs that describe “one that has

entered deeply into something with one’s senses or one’s mind”. Interestingly, Janda et al. (2013:

42) here equate the prefix v(o)- and the circumfix v(o)- -sja: vslušat´sja ‘listen attentively to’

and vdumat´sja. The last category refers to situations were one get involved with other people.

Some examples are vvjazat´sja ‘get involved’ and vmešat´sja ‘to intervene’ (Janda et al. 2013:

41-42).

Chackevič (2012) applied Krongauz’s (1998) network-type method to analyse the semantics of

the prefix v(o)- with verbs denoting unidirectional movements, such as the prefixed version of

bežat´ ‘to run’, echat´ ‘to go (by vehicle)’, letet´ ‘to fly’, plyt´ ‘to swim’, polzti ‘to crawl’, idti

‘to go’ and lezt´ ‘to climb’. The data material was extracted from a monolingual dictionary

(SRJ). The analysis resulted in four basic submeanings16: 1. Penetration or movement into, ja

v˝echal v Koǰsaurskuju Dolinu17 ‘I go in(to) the Koǰsaur Valley’; 2. Ascent, Proletka v˝echala

na dambu.18 ‘The carriage went up the dam’; 3. Change of permanent residence, V˝echat´ v

novuju kvartiru ‘To move to a new apartment’; 4. Embedding, Bel´e ne vošlo v čemodan19 ‘The

linen was not included in the suitcase’.

The Russian-Swedish bilingual dictionary NRO identifies three different meanings for the verbal

prefix v(o)- and one meaning for the circumfix v(o)- -sja (NRO: 42). The two first entries specifies

that the Russian prefix corresponds to the Swedish verbal particle in or upp, for example vojti

v magazin/g̊a in i en affär ‘to go into a shop’, vpisat´/skriva in ‘to insert (into a text)’ and
16The labels are my translations from Russian.
17Mikhail Lermontov. 1840, Bėla
18Paustovskij, Konstantin. 1945. Doždlivyj rassvet.
19Babaevskij, Semën. 1950. Kavaler Zolotoj Zvezdy.
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vbežat´ na cholm/springa upp p̊a en kulle ‘run up a hill’. The third meaning of the prefixed

verbs is suggested to indicate a transition into another state, for example vljubit´sja/bli kär ‘to

fall in love’, where the prefix is combined with a reflexive. The meaning of the circumfix is

explained to be used when someone is doing something thoroughly, for instance vsmotret´sja vo

što-nibud´/betrakta n̊agot noggrant ‘peer into, scrutinize’.

Table 3.1: Categories of the prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja compared to the sources in this
study. Conceptually similar categories are grouped together. Parenthesis marks a higher degree
of interpreted categorization.

GR80 Janda et al. Chackevič NRO

Move into/penetration x x x x

Ascent (up) x - x x

Insertion (x) x - (x)

Embedding - - x -

Mixing/Absorption - x - -

Change of residence - - x -

Transition of state - - - x

Entering deeply into x x - (x)

Accustomization x - - -

Involvement with people - x - -

A compilation of the meaning of the verbal prefix v(o)- and the circumfix v(o)- -sja from the

four sources is presented in table 3.1. All four sources point out the meaning of moving in(to).

Besides that, there is no agreement about the categorization. In some cases it is due to a limited

material. Chackevič (2012), for example, only investigates verbs of motion. In other cases,

an inadequate investigation is the problem. Janda et al. (2013), for instance, seem to ignore

morphosyntactic properties, which is clearly seen in the absence of the meaning ‘up’. Another

problem is categorization and labeling. For the insertion category, the extension is smaller in

GR80 than in Janda et al. (2013); the latter one only allows created spaces. This points to the

question when to halt the splitting of categories.

The traditional position in Russian linguistics is that the selection of prepositions is governed by

verbal prefixes (Ferm 1990: 65). If that were the case, the investigation of Janda et al. (2013)
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would have been adequate. Ferm (1990) challenged that position and studied the meaning of

prefixes in their sentence contexts for verbs of motion using data from 60 books of contemporary

fiction. She concludes that a prefix does not demand a certain spatial preposition. Instead,

she points out five other factors (Ferm 1990: 61-65). The first and the most important factor

that determines the selection of the prepositions and the prefixes are the relations in space and

directions that the speaker wants to express. The selection of the preposition is dependent on the

spacial relationships, not on harmonization with the prefixed verb. For example, if the location is

known, then the prepositions for describing the movement is also known: v dome ‘in the house’,

v dom ‘into the house’ and iz doma ‘from the house’. The second factor is the semantics of the

noun governed by the preposition. Despite having the same prefix, the orientations are different

in the following cases: na derevo ‘up the tree’ denotes upwards, na počtu ‘to the post office’

denotes into and na poljanu ‘onto the meadow’ denotes orientation to a surface. The third factor

is the compatibility of the orientations of the prefix and the construction of the preposition and

the case. For example, if a movement is expressed as going from a surface and then downwards,

it is not possible to use the prefix vy-, since the preposition describes a movement out from a

container. The fourth factor is the position of the observer. For example, if a balcony is connected

to a room, the place of the observer determines the prefix: On vysjel/vosjel v sad ‘He went out/in

to the garden’. The fifth factor is that some prefixes are preferred to others, for example is v(o)-

preferred to vy- when moving to a more enclosed space. Instead of the traditional view, which

postulate a less compatibility for prefixed verbs with prepositions than for unprefixed verbs, Ferm

(1990: 48) discovered that the prefix v(o)- is combined with the prepositions v ‘in’, na ‘on’, k

‘to’, za ‘behind’, pod ‘under’, iz-za ‘from behind’ and s ‘from’.

The prefix v(o)- can carry the meaning of movement into a space with enclosed sides or crossing a

border into a delimited area (Ferm 1990: 67, 69). Before the movement, the subject or the object

is in the vicinity of the goal of the movement (Ferm 1990: 38). She identifies three main types

of situations describing this type of movement. In the first type, the direction of the movement

and the orientation of the participants coincides. The prefix is doubled by the preposition, for

example Dilǐzans v˝exal v Rim pozdnim večerom ‘The stage-coach came to Rome late in the

evening’20 (Ferm 1990: 69). The prefix can also be used with iz, the antonym of the preposition

v : [...] iz temnogo okna vletela moškara [...] ‘The midge flew in from the dark window’21 (Ferm
20Konstantin Paustovskij, Orest Kiprenskij (1937)
21Aleksej Tolstoj, Ėmigranty (1931)
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1990: 71). Verbs with the prefix v(o)- that describe motions only occur with the preposition

k governing nouns denoting animate beings. The subject moves through a border into a space

where the animate referent is: Kogda ja, pridja domoj, vbezjal k nachlebniku i stal rasskazyvat´

emu [...] ‘When I, after I had come home, run to the freeloader and began telling him’22 (Ferm

1990: 120). The antonym of k, the preposition ot, was not found with the prefix v(o)- in this

study. With the complex of preposition za and the prefix v(o)-, the goal of the movement is to

end behind the entity denoted by the preposition in an enclosed space. It can be behind a wall

or door etc.: Anikeev vošel za kalitku ‘Anikeev came in behind the gate’23 (Ferm 1990: 138). A

movement in the opposite direction with the preposition iz-za is possible: [...] gosudarstvo vvozit

ich iz-za granicy. ‘the state buys them from abroad’24 (Ferm 1990: 139). The preposition pod is

used with the prefix v(o)- to denote that the goal of the movement is in a space under the entity

denoted by the preposition: Doktor s testem vošel pod kamennye svody [...] podvala ‘The doctor

went in under the stone vault with the test’ (Ferm 1990: 152). The preposition iz-pod describes

the opposite direction but did occur in the material according to Ferm (1990: 153). Ferm (1990:

152) concludes that the prepositions za and pod are determined by the semantics of the nouns

which dictates the prefixed verb and its base.

In order to select prepositional markings for lative movements denoted by verbs with the prefix

v(o)-, both the compatibility of the orientations of the participants in the situation and the se-

mantics of the referent denoted by the preposition are thus factors (Ferm 1990: 61-65). For illative

orientations, the set of possible conceptualized physical enclosed spaces with borders in Russian

includes stationary enclosed spaces (zdanie ‘building’, komnata ‘room’), non-stationary items

(tramvaj ‘tram’), concrete collectives (les ‘forest’), collectives of living beings (tolpa ‘throng’,

stado ‘herd’ ), geographical places (Belorussija ‘Belarus’ selo ‘village’), natural geographical

places (step´ ‘steppe’) and entrances (okno ‘window’) (Ferm 1990: 67-68). For some precincts

(kuchnja ‘kitchen’, dvor ‘court’) (Ferm 1990: 94-95), the preposition na ‘onto’ is used instead of

v(o) (Ferm 1990: 93, 96). For allative motions, Ferm (1990: 93-96) identifies two orientations for

the Russian preposition na combined with the prefix v(o)-: An upward movement onto a surface

such as kryl´ce ‘porch’, lestnica ‘stairs’ and derevo ‘tree’ (Ferm 1990: 94), and a movement

onto a surface with distinct borders, but without conceptualized change in altitude, for instance

ostrov ‘island’, list ‘leaf’ and ploščad´ ‘square’ (Ferm 1990: 94). According to Ferm (1990: 96),
22Maksim Gorkij, Detstvo (1938)
23Viktorija Tokareva, Korrida (1983)
24Pravda (870603)
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geographical places that are described as open surfaces without clear borders (which means ozero

‘lake’, reka ‘river’, Volga) are not encoded by the preposition na together with the prefix v(o)-.

Localizations of events are also encoded by na: ochota ‘hunt’, urok ‘lesson’ (Ferm 1990: 95).

Verbs with the prefix v(o)- and the preposition na can describe movements upwards, up onto a

surface or into a container (Ferm 1990: 96). The reason is that the prefix v(o)- has supplanted

the prefix vz- in many verbs of motion, for example On vlez na ogradu, [...]25 ‘He climbed up on

the fence’ (Ferm 1990: 96). The distribution of the exchange of vz- to v(o)- is irregular. Only the

prefix vz- is possible with the verbs plyt´ ‘float’ and letat´ ‘fly’ (Ferm 1990: 97). With the verb

lezt´ ‘climb’, the prefix v(o)- is the only possibility. Sometimes v(o)- is used when vy- would be

expected: [...] mašiny v˝echali na ploščad´ pered rajkomom, [...]26 ‘the cars went into the square

before the district Committee’ (Ferm 1990: 97). Ferm (1990: 98) explains that the choice of

the prefix depends on the perspective of the observer; the observer in the example is in one of

the cars. In the third case, the preposition na- is used in situations describing penetration: V

ėto vremja na sklad vošel doktor27 ‘At this time the doctor came into the storage’ (Ferm 1990:

98). The preposition s, which is antonymic of na, is compatible with the prefix v(o)-, which

presumably can be used to describe a movement away a small distance but crossing a border,

for example Vletela s ulicy Maša, [...]28 ‘Maša flew from the street’ (Ferm 1990: 99).

The meaning of movement upwards of the verbal prefix v(o)- is, as suspected, a development that

can be associated with reinterpretations of the Old Russian verbal prefix vъz - (vz -/voz -/vzo- in

Modern Russian), which had the meaning of movement upwards (Baranovskaja 1974). In Old

Russian manuscripts from the 11th to the 14th century, Baranovskaja (1974: 126-128) observes

three trends:

1. The meaning of the verbal prefixes vъz - and vъ- became almost synonymous when interacting

with the preposition vъ for some prepositional objects. When the prepositions na or k were

used in transitive clauses, the meaning of the prefix vъz - was still movement upwards. When

the object governed by the preposition v was celestial, the meaning became not only movement

upwards but also localization within, for example vzide vъ nebsnyja obiteli kъ bu ‘(he) ascended

into the heavenly mansions to God’ (SkBG XII: 14, cited in Baranovskaja (1974: 126), my
25Vsevolod Garšin, Krasnyj cvetok (1883)
26Elizar Mal´cev, Vojdi v každy dom (1967)
27Boris Pasternak, Doktor Živago (1957)
28Majja Ganina, Chronika žizni Aleksandry Stepanovny(1984)
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translation). When the setting was terrestrial, the meaning was not movement upwards but

instead localisation inside, for instance vzide vъ gradъ styi ‘went into the holy city’ (SBTr XIV:

167, cited in Baranovskaja (1974: 126), my translation).

2. Homophony led to interchangeable spelling of the prefixes vъ- and vъz - before bare verbal

stems beginning with the fricatives /z/ 〈з〉, /ü/ 〈ж〉 or /s/ 〈с〉. For example is vъs- expected in

the latter sentence: vъskočetь v domъ ego ‘jumps into his house’ (GA XIII—XIV: 233 v, cited

in Baranovskaja (1974: 127), my translation) and vъstavъ i vъskočivъ i bl[g](d)tь29 vъzdavъ bu

ide vъ domъ svoi ‘he stood up and jumped up and praised God and went into his house’ (GA

XIII—XIV: 233 g, cited in Baranovskaja (1974: 127), my translation).

3. The prepositions and the verbal prefixes harmonized, which means that the prefix vъ- was

usually used with the preposition vъ and that the preposition na was combined with the prefix

vъz -. The process of transferring functions from the prefix vъz - to the prefix vъ- has continued.

The reason that the verbal prefix v(o)- in modern Russian in combination with the preposition

na has acquired the meaning of up for some verbs of motion is that the competing form with

the prefix vz - has fallen out of usage (Baranovskaja 1974: 127-128).

The diachronic example of semantic change above challenges two basic assumptions made by

Janda et al. (2013): 1. The non-prototypical meanings are the results of metaphors. 2. The

verbal prefix is an operator modifying the motivating verb. The first assumption is clearly

insufficient. The semantic shift of the verbal prefix v(o)- by acquiring meanings from the semantic

domain of the competing verbal prefix vz - cannot be explained by the polysemic radial model

proposed by Janda et al. (2013), where the semantic formation of the peripheral meanings are

based on metaphors. This example shows that semantic change does not automatically rely only

on metaphors and metonymy, but also can have other motivations. The second assumption is also

inadequate. During the diachronic process of semantic change, the interpretation of the prefix

was influenced by the preposition governing the goal of the predicate. The example demonstrates

that the prefix is not just an operator modifying the meaning of the motivating unprefixed verb.

In the meaning-making process, the interactions can also be between clausal parts, not just

between the stem and the prefix.
29The letter g is present in the original texts.
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3.4 The Verbal Particles i and in

As showed in section 3.2, the Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja etymologically corresponds to

the Swedish adverbs i ‘in(side)’ and in ‘in(to)’. A quick investigation in the bilingual dictionary

NRO supports the semantic equivalent of in. The synchronic perspective in 3.3 also provided

the meaning of upward motion as a possible equivalent. This section therefore attends to the

investigation of Swedish verbal particles. The perspective of the Swedish reference grammar

Svenska akademiens grammatik (SAG) is contrasted to Strzelecka’s (2003) cognitive study of the

particle in and Norén’s (1996) examination of the particle i.

The preposition i and the adverb in can also function as verbal particles (Strzelecka 2003:

15, 58-65; Norén 1996: 10-17). Traditionally, the particles has been described as (particle)

adverbials, for example SAG (SAG 3: 256-257, 417-433). This may not be an adequate label,

since the prepositions and adverbs in this particle function have special characteristics different

from adverbials. Following Norén (1996), three main criteria can be distinguished. The particle

bears stress, which differentiates particles from prepositions, compare for example:

(12) a. Hon
She

kö’rde
drove

p̊a
on

asfalten
asphalt

(verb + preposition) (Norén 1996: 11)

‘She drove on the asphalt’ (My translation)

b. Hon
She

körde
drove

p̊a’
on

stubben
stump.the

(verb + particle) (Norén 1996: 11)

‘She ran on the stump’ (My translation)

The position of the particle is immediately after the verb but before adverbials, which separates

particles from adverbs:

(13) a. Hon
She

körde
drove

pojken
boy.the

ut
out

p̊a
on

landet
countryside.the

(adverb) (Norén 1996: 13)

‘She drove the boy to the country’ (My translation)

b. Hon
She

körde
drove

ut
out

pojken
boy.the

p̊a
on

landet
countryside.the

(particle) (Norén 1996: 13)

‘She drove the boy to the country’ (My translation)

An adverb, but not a non-locational particle, can be moved to the front position:
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(14) a. Hon
she

kastade
throwed

upp
up

(particle) (Norén 1996: 14)

‘She vomited’ (My translation)

b. * Upp kastade hon (Norén 1996: 14)

(15) a. Hon
She

kastade
throwed

upp
up

bollen
ball.the

(adverb) (Norén 1996: 14)

‘She tossed up the ball’ (My translation)

b. Upp kastade hon bollen (Norén 1996: 14)

None of these criteria are absolutely reliable (Norén 1996: 15).

According to (SAG 2: 672, 675-677), the Swedish adverb in belongs to a system of perspective

adverbs that describe direction or position from the viewpoint of the speaker or other contextual

viewpoints. The system consists of the antonymic dimensions up-down, in-out and so forth. The

contrary spacial dimensions in-ut ‘in-out’ describes direction relative to a closed space that is

an enclosure with obligatory walls but with an optional roof (SAG 2: 676), for example in i

huset ‘into the house’ ut ur huset ‘out of the house’. In an extended meaning, this dimension

is also used for the contrary relation of center-periphery. For instance, in till Stortorget ‘to

the town center’ (SAG 2: 676) describes a movement from outside into the center while ut till

förorten ‘to the suburb (from the center)’ (SAG 2: 676) specifies a movement from the center

to the periphery. The choice of referents for the center and the periphery is determined by the

convention or by the perspective of the speaker. For instance can in mot trottoaren ‘toward the

sidewalk’ (SAG 2: 676) describe one and the same movement as ut mot trottoaren ‘away from

the sidewalk’ (SAG 2: 676).

The particle adverb is often incorporated into the verb, where the adverb corresponds to a prefix

(SAG 2: 527). The meaning is often similar, for example lägga bort ≈ bortlägga ‘drop’, föra

över ≈ överföra ‘transfer’ (SAG 3: 431). The incorporated verb is often stylistically more formal

(SAG 2: 527). Sometimes the meaning of the incorporated verb is more abstract, for example

compare avg̊a ‘resign’ with g̊a av ‘break’ (SAG 2: 528). The meaning can also differs, compare

the verb ang̊a ‘concern’ with the verbal phrase g̊a an ‘appropriate’ (SAG 2: 528). In some

cases there is no corresponding adverb, for example utbilda ‘educate’ has no corresponding word

formation *bilda ut (SAG 2: 528).
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The Particle in

Strzelecka (2003) analyses in ‘in’ within the framework of cognitive linguistics. She identifies a

network structure from the corpus data. The network is constructed from what she regards as the

most important meanings (Strzelecka 2003: 208), where one meaning is more central (Strzelecka

2003: 52).

The network structures for the meanings of the particle in consist of eight categories, where

the most central meaning is “toward the interior of a container”30 (Strzelecka 2003: 209). The

most typical example is g̊a in i rummet ‘go into the room’. The prototypical meaning for in is

described by a horizontal allative movement into a container with a roof (Strzelecka 2003: 148,

205).

The first of the peripheral categories is “toward the center”, where the most typical example

is said to be locka in f̊aglar ‘lure in birds’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209). The perspective is along

the contrary relation center-periphery. The speaker can change the relation and still describe

the same situation, compare for example åka in till Tanzania ‘go to Tanzania’ with åka ut till

Tanzania ‘go to Tanzania’ Strzelecka (2003: 176). Speakers can also see themselves as a centers:

beställa in öl ‘order beer (to the speaker)’ (Strzelecka 2003: 205).

The next category is “toward the most separated”, for example g̊a in i trädg̊arden ‘go into the

garden’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209). The movement is from a less enclosed space to a more demarcated

area for example g̊a in p̊a g̊arden fr̊an gatan ‘walk into the yard from the street’ (Strzelecka 2003:

153, 206).

The next three categories denotes non-prototypical situations where the container is replaced

by a massive object whose form is transformed (Strzelecka 2003: 158). The fourth category is

labeled “to become a covering around something”, where the most prototypical example is sl̊a

in julklappar ‘wrap Christmas presents’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209). The result of the action is a

container-like referent that covers the other referent (Strzelecka 2003: 160). Even liquids can

be used as a container (Strzelecka 2003: 162). The fifth category with the label “add someone

something” merges two referents into one (Strzelecka 2003: 163). The result of the action is

an increase in complexity, but not necessary an increase in volume (Strzelecka 2003: 164), for
30All labels are my translation from Swedish
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example rista in sina initialer ‘engrave his/hers initials’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209). In the sixth

category, a referent is reduced in some sense (Strzelecka 2003: 168, 206). This category is

denoted “become smaller”, where the most prototypical example is dra in magen ‘pull in the

stomach’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209).

The seventh category is called “to become functional” (to become in good working order), where

the most prototypical example is köra in bilen ‘run in the car’ Strzelecka (2003: 209). The last

identified category of meaning is “toward the unavailable” where the particle makes something

unavailable for the outside world (Strzelecka 2003: 189). The prototypical example is ställa in

föreställningen ‘cancel the show’ (Strzelecka 2003: 209).

The particle in ‘in’ is also metaphorically used to describe the body as a container of mental

processes as thoughts, knowledge and feelings Strzelecka (2003: 182). Many simplex verbs that

lack the meaning of learning gets that as a complex verb, for example: banka in ‘lit. pound in’

and lyssna in grammatiken ‘lit. listen in the grammar’ (Strzelecka 2003: 184).

As stated in section 3.3, the Russian prefix v(o)- does seem to also mean up. The Swedish

particles upp ‘up’ and in also have some correlations even if vertical movements almost exclusively

are described by upp ‘up’ or ner ‘down’ (Strzelecka 2003: 150, 205). But a vertical movement

through a hole in the container enables both upp ‘up’ and in ‘in’, for example dra upp/in snöret

‘pull up/in the twine’ (Strzelecka 2003: 151), see figure 2. According to (Strzelecka 2003: 175,

231), upp requires some opening that in is said to completely miss. Another optional example of

motion is the border between sea and land, for example Hajar släpas (av fiskare) in p̊a stranden

‘Sharks are dragged onto the beach’ tomma skal spolas upp/?in p̊a stränderna ‘empty shells

are washed up on the beach’ (Strzelecka 2003: 178). The choice between in and upp can also

depend on intensity of the action, where bromsa upp ‘slow down’ denotes more of the action,

while bromsa in ‘slow down’ focuses on the slowdown (Strzelecka 2003: 235). With the particle

in, the metaphor of control is said to be responsible, for instance väger in boxare ‘weight boxers’

(Strzelecka 2003: 188-189).

The two particles are also said to operate on different domains. The particle in tends to structure

concepts in the mental domain, while upp divides physical objects, but the particles in and upp

can be interchangeable in an abstract domain, for example dela in/upp landskapen i tre kategorier

‘divide the provinces in three categories’ (Strzelecka 2003: 174).
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IN = UP IN 6= UP

Ground

6

6

-
in

-
up

Figure 2: The figure shows the coding of the Swedish particles in and upp. The left scenario
shows a movement that can be described as either up or in. The right scenario depicts the
complementary of in and up.

Generally, both the particles in and upp are generally perceived as positive contrary to the par-

ticles ut ‘out’ and ner ‘down’. The particle in is associated with the center, which usually has

positive connotations in contrast to the periphery (Strzelecka 2003: 145, 208). The connection

between the up-down dimension and its values are explained to have a biological ground. Ev-

erything above the ground is perceptible and therefore positive. Below ground, nothing is said

to be sensed, and therefore negative (Strzelecka 2003: 210-211).

The Particle i

Norén (1996) investigates particle verbs compounded with particles that are formed from local

prepositions. She focuses in her feature-based analysis on four different types of meanings:

position, motion, non-limit and limit (Norén 1996: 91). From 35 particle verbs with the particle

i, she identifies four different meanings: particle of position, particle of no limit, particle of

motion and particle of limit.
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The particle i can be described to denote a position within some kind of container with the

prototypical meaning inside something (Norén 1996: 104-105, 108), for example Nyckeln sitter

i ‘The key sits in’ (Norén 1996: 106). The meaning, however, seems to be more general and

less specific. For example, h̊alla i sig ‘hold on’ (Norén 1996: 109) indicates an intense general

position.

Norén (1996: 111) distinguishes usages of the particle i with the meaning of unlimitedness. The

particle i indicates that no goal is reached. The combined verbs and particles in this group

are lexicalized and have some kind of meaning of intensitivity. Two different types of meanings

can be distinguished. The meaning of working hard and make an effort is characterized by the

following example: Hon l̊ag i med arbetet ‘She worked continuously’ (Norén 1996: 113). The

meaning of continuation is exemplified by: förkylningen hängde i ‘the cold continued’ (Norén

1996: 111).

The particle i also have the meaning of movement into the interior (Norén 1996: 106-107). The

most important function is to denote movement to a goal and to indicate a relation to a limit

(Norén 1996: 113), for instance Hon hoppade i (vattnet) ‘She jumped into (the water)’ (Strzelecka

1988: 61). The movement particle i can here be regarded as synonymous with the particle in

(Norén 1996: 114). The usage distribution is not completely overlapping; in cannot replace i in

Hon fyllde i vatten i kannan ‘She filled the watering can with water’ (Norén 1996: 114). The

common feature of all the particle verbs in this category is that they convey a meaning of motion

that is goal oriented (Norén 1996: 119). For example the particle i often indicates the method,

means or other circumstances regarding the movement: Hon smällde i väggen ‘She crashed in

the wall with a bang’. The meaning here is not ‘into’, but a more common direction (Norén

1996: 116).

The function of the delimited particle i is to denote punctuation or ingression. Examples of that

are hugga i ‘begin to work hard, continue and stop’ and the homonymous ta i ‘(begin) to take

measures; begin to use strong words; increase in strength’ (Norén 1996: 120). The examples of

this type are few and lexicalized, even if some productivity exists.

Strzelecka (1988: 68) discovers in her contrastive study between Polish and Swedish the almost

near synonymity of the adverbs, and suggests a presumable horizontal movement for the adverbs i

and in. The Polish verbal prefix w- can correspond to either a horizontal movement or a vertical
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movement, which means that both krypa in i tunnan ‘crawl into the barrel’ and krypa ner i

tunnan ‘crawl down the barrel’ are translated into Polish wleźć do beczki (Strzelecka 1988: 68).

According to Strzelecka (1988: 72), ner seems to indicate a more absolute direction of downwards.

When the Swedish particle ner corresponds to a Polish prefix, it is often conceptualized along

the action rather than the direction, for example:

(16) Han s̊agade ett h̊al i isen och kröp ner (Strzelecka 1988: 72),

Wyrżną l przeręblę w lodzie i wlaz l do niej (Strzelecka 1988: 72),

‘He sawed a hole in the ice and crawled down’ (My translation).

The Polish prefix w - can also have a meaning of upward movement, for instance:

(17) Han gick upp p̊a taket (Strzelecka 1988: 72),

Wyszed l/wszed l na dach (Strzelecka 1988: 72),

‘He went up on the roof’ (My translation).

Strzelecka (1988: 72), however, states that this meaning is only possible when the context clearly

indicates it, usually through the preposition na + NPaccusative. She also suggests that all Polish

verbal prefixes probably have the capacity to realize the meaning of movement upwards.

To sum up, all the Swedish meanings of the particles in and i are presented in table 3.2 with its

corresponding Russian meanings. The most prototypical meaning of in is “toward the interior of

a container”. The less central meanings are: “toward the center”, “toward the most separated”, “to

become a covering around something”, “become smaller”, “toward the unavailable”, “to become

functional” and “add someone something”. The most prototypical meaning of the particle i

is “inside a container”. Less specific meanings can be labeled as “intensifier”, “continuation”,

“illative” and “ingressive”. The prototypical meaning of movement into a container can still be

observed for the three cognates. This meaning is probably retained from Proto-Indo-European.

Interestingly, the meaning of adding or mixing also seems to be a common meaning among the

three reflexes. Besides that, the Swedish particle in and its Russian counterpart seem only to

share something that can be interpreted as to become a covering around something or embedding.

The table is on one hand problematic. The categorization in the table is an interpretation of

other categorizations, made by a diverse group of studies. Several of the contrasting categories
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Table 3.2: Categories of meaning of the Swedish particle in ‘in’, according to Strzelecka (2003),
and the Swedish particle i, according to the interpretation of Norén’s (1996) results, compared to
interpreted categories of meaning of the Russian prefix v(o)- and the Russian circumfix v(o)- -sja
found in Janda et al. (2013), Chackevič (2012), GR80 and NRO. The rule separates possible
identical categories from dissimilar categories.

Swedish particle i and in Russian affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja

Toward the interior of a container/Illative Move into/Penetration
(springa in ‘run into’) (vbežat´ ‘run into’)

To become a covering around something Embedding
(sl̊a in julklappar ‘wrap Christmas presents’) (Bel´e ne vošlo v čemodan)

(‘The linen was not included in the suitcase’)

Add someone something Insertion/Mixing/Absorption
(rista in sina initialer ‘engrave his/hers initials’) (vpitat´ ‘absorb’)

Toward the center Ascent
(locka in f̊aglar ‘lure in birds’) (vbežat´ na lestnicu ‘to run up a ladder’)

Toward the most separated Involvement with people
(g̊a in i trädg̊arden ‘go into the garden’) (vvjazat´sja ‘get involved’)

Toward the unavailable Entering deeply into
(ställa in föreställningen ‘cancel the show’) (vdumat´sja ‘to think over’)

To become functional Accustomization
(köra in bilen ‘run in the car’) (vrabotat´sja ‘to become familiar with the work’)

Become smaller Change of residence
(dra in magen ‘pull in the stomach’) (V˝echat´ v novuju kvartiru)

(‘To move to a new apartment’)

Be inside Transition of state
(Nyckeln sitter i ‘The key sits in’) (vljubit´sja/bli kär ‘to fall in love’)

Intensity
(Hon l̊ag i med arbetet ‘She worked continuously’)

Continuation
(förkylningen hängde i ‘the cold continued’)

Ingressive
(hugga i ‘begin to work hard, continue and stop’)

may partially overlap or may simply be incorrect.
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4 Results

The result of the analysis is presented in three sections: Translational movements in Space, Ad-

hesion and Locations in Physical Space. The translational movements are divided into the sub-

sections Spatial movements into an enclosed space, Spatial movements onto a delimited surface

and Spatial movements towards a vicinity. The first subsection covers translational movements

from one place into another place. The second subsection investigates translational movements

onto surfaces. The third subsection describes translational movements towards the vicinity of a

goal. The second section, Adhesion, deals with non-thematic motions that results in adhesion

of an agent. The last section, Locations in Physical Space, presents stationary referents at rest.

Rest is a special case of motion where the velocity is zero.

4.1 Translational Movements in Space

4.1.1 Spatial Movements into an Enclosed Space

The spatial relation between the semantic roles Theme and Direction characterizes all the trans-

lational motion situations in this study.31 In the category into an enclosed space, the relation

is such that the endpoint of the motion of the Theme is within the Direction, which can be

thought of as an enclosed space, as illustrated in figure 3. This is captured by the semantic

feature [+coincidence]. The Theme may cross a border or start its motion on the border, and

then move into the Direction.32 The great productivity of this illative meaning is evident in

the data material. Of 187 pairings of correlating Russian and Swedish verb, 150, or 80 percent,

belong to this category. Five submeanings of this category could be discerned: Movement into

an enclosed space, Locating of object into an enclosed space, Absorption, Fitting of Subject into

an Enclosed Space and Concavity.

Movement into an Enclosed Space

The meaning category Movement into an enclosed space has three underlying subcategories:
31The semantic roles are defined in chapter 2.2, page 13.
32The set of possible physical referents is described in section 3.3, page 31.
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Figure 3: The figure shows the conceptualization of moving into an enclosed space denoted by the
Russian prepositions v(o) and na.

Movement of subject, Movement of subject (reflexive) and Transference of object. Details are

found in table 4.1. The first two subcategories involve a subjective Theme marked by the nom-

inative case and a Direction encoded with a prepositional phrase with the prepositions v(o)

or na as head. The latter subcategory differs morphologically from the first by containing

Russian verbs with the reflexive -sja. Both subcategories describe a situation where a Theme

moves into a Direction, but with the postfixed verb, there often appear to be an extra seman-

tic component of intensity, since the movement can be fast, sudden or forcible; compare, for

instance, vbegat´/vbežat´ ‘run/rush into’ with vryvat´sja/vorvat´sja ‘rush into’. On the other

hand, the semantic difference between v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ ‘move into/change residence’ and vsel-

jat´sja/vselit´sja ‘move into/squat in’ seems to be small.

Subcategory three (Transference of object) have an additional Agent that receives the nomina-

tive case. The Theme is instead marked with the accusative case, while the Direction remains

morphologically unchanged. The Agent causes a transfer of the Theme into the Direction.

Almost all Swedish complex verbs that correspond to prefixed Russian verbs have the correspond-

ing particle in in table 4.1. The interesting small-frequency exceptions are i, ut, ner and upp,

where the Swedish word formation differs from the Russian one. The situation is reversed for

Russian circumfixed verbs, where only a few Swedish matching verb pairs have the corresponding

morphemes in, i and reflexive sig.

The Swedish cognate verbal particle i is found with transitive verbs in this category. If a

Swedish simplex verb, that expresses a vertical movement, is combined with the particle i, then

the particle expresses a direction to a goal inside (Norén 1996: 115-116). In transference of
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object, a vertical movement of the Theme into the Direction is expressed with the following

verbs: hälla i (vlivat´/vlit´) ‘pour in’, lägga/stoppa i (vkladyvat´/vložit´) ‘put in’ and hälla

i (vsypat´/vsypat´) ‘pour in’. In these cases, Russian does not seem to distinguish a vertical

movement from a horizontal one. The particle verb ha i (vsypat´/vsypat´) ‘put in’ also expresses

a goal-oriented motion to the inside, despite the fact that the simplex verb ha ‘have’ does not

express motion.

The Swedish particle ut ‘out’ was also found as a correlation to v(o)-. For the corresponding

Russian verb vpadat´/vpast´ ‘flow into’, Swedish uses the non-matching antonym ut : rinna ut,

mynna ut. The particle ut can signal a movement from the center to the periphery (Strzelecka

2003: 176-177). As large bodies of water are conceptualized as being a periphery, the particle

ut ‘out’ is consequently used. In the data material, both in and ut are, however, found for the

Swedish verbs corresponding to vlivat´sja/vlit´sja: mynna ut, rinna ut, rinna in, flöda in ‘flow

into’. The verb vtekat´/vteč´ has only the Swedish equivalent rinna in ‘flow into’ in the data

material.

As previously shown, the spatial direction of the Swedish particle in could be rotated in space to

collapse with the fixed geocentric directions of down and up in the stationary frame, see figure

2. In those directions, the markings are logically optional. In the data material ner ‘down’ is

used instead of in to denote a downward movement, and upp ‘up’ replaces in to mark an upward

motion. The Swedish verbal particle ner ‘down’ was found with the following complex verbs:

kliva ner, klampa ner (vljapat´sja) ‘step down’, falla ner (vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja) ‘fall down’, sl̊a

sig ner (vodvorjat´sja/vodvorit´sja) ‘settle down’.

For none of the affixed verbs is it necessary to state a separate meaning component of downward.

An inspection of possible Directions for vljapat´sja reveals referents as mud pits (NRO 2012:

61) and piles, see figure 2. For the verb vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja, Directions are also pits (NRO

2012: 44). Movement into an enclosed space is enough to describe all the included usages:

vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja, which corresponds to störta in, storma in ‘burst in’ and falla ner ‘fall

down’. The situation described by the verb vodvorjat´sja/vodvorit´sja includes a movement to

the inside. The Swedish equivalent sl̊a sig ner is a metaphor. The concrete meaning is ‘sit’.

The logical possibility where the Russian v(o)- and the Swedish upp denotes one and the same

direction was not observed, see figure 2. However, one instance was detected which describes a
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situation with two connected motions: A fluid is put into an enclosed container which causes

the fluid to expand upwards in the container. This situation can be encoded with either into

or upwards. For Swedish, the former situation is found in hälla i ‘pour into’ while the latter is

described by hälla upp ‘pour’.

The simultaneous presence of the Swedish morphemes corresponding to the Russian circumfix

are rare in the data material. The examples in table 4.1 are vklinivat´sja/vklinit´sja — kila sig

in ‘edge into’ v˝edat´sja/v˝est´sja — äta sig in ‘eat into’, (tränga in ‘pierce’).

Table 4.1: Movement into an enclosed space

Movement of Subject

Examples Džinni, zaplakav, vbežala v klass. (RJCRU) / Ginny slog händerna för

ansiktet och rusade in i klassrummet. (RJCSE) / Ginny covered her

face with her hands and ran into class. (RJCEN);

On k nam pristal i vlez v vagon, [...] (HJDRU) / Han slöt sig till oss

och kröp in i vagnen här, [...] (HJDSE) / He joined us and crawled

into our car here, [...] (HJDEN);

Nezadolgo do togo ja v˝echal v Gejzovskij dom, (NVLRU) / N̊agra

dagar tidigare flyttade jag in i Hazes hush̊all [...] (NVLSE) / A few

days before that I moved into the Haze house, [...] (NVLEN);

Temnyj potok neožidanno široko razlilsja; i zdes´ on vpadal v Lesnuju

Reku, [...] (JRRTRU) / Den mörka ån vidgades med ens, och den rann

ut i Skogsälvens huvudf̊ara [...] (JRRTSE) / The dark river opened

suddenly wide, and there it was joined to the main water of the Forest

River [...] (JRRTEN);

Pulja vošla v tolstyj rozovatyj kover (NVLRU) / Kulan for in i den

tjocka rosa mattan [...] (NVLSE) / The bullet entered the thick pink

rug [...] (NVLEN);

Verbs (in) vbegat´/vbežat´ — springa in ‘run into’; vbegat´/vbežat´ — rusa in

‘rush into’; vchodit´/vojti — g̊a in ‘walk in’;

vchodit´/vojti — komma in ‘come in’; vletat´/vletet´ — flyga in ‘fly

into’; vletat´/vletet´ — störta in ‘dash into’;

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – Continued from previous page

vletat´/vletet´ — rusa in ‘rush into’; vlezat´/vlezt´ — klättra in ‘climb

into’; vlezat´/vlezt´ — krypa in ‘crawl into’;

vlezat´/vlezt´ — tränga in ‘get in’; vlezat´/vlezt´ — sticka in ‘stick

into’; vpolzat´/vpolzti — krypa in ‘crawl into’;

vprygivat´/vprygnut´ — hoppa in ‘jump into’; vrastat´/vrasti — växa

in ‘grow into’; vrastat´/vrasti — gro in ‘germinate into’;

vskakivat´/vskočit´ — hoppa in ‘jump into’; vstupat´/vstupit´ — t̊aga

in ‘march into’; vstupat´/vstupit´ — träda in ‘enter’;

vtekat´/vteč´ — rinna in ‘flow into’; v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — köra in ‘drive

into’; v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — rida in ‘ride into’;

v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — resa in ‘travel into’; v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — flytta

in ‘move in’;

Verb (in+sig) vlezat´/vlezt´ — ta sig in ‘get in’;

Verb (ut) vpadat´ — rinna ut ‘flow into’; vpadat´ — mynna ut ‘end in’33;

Semantic Roles Theme, Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v/na+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i/p̊a+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X moves into an enclosed space Z

Movement of Subject (Reflexive)

Examples My molča vvalilis´ v seni. (MKSRU) / Tigande trängde vi oss in i

förstugan. (MKSSE) / Silently we crowded in. (MKSEN);

- Garri, voobrazi: ty vidǐs´ sebja, kak ty vryvaeš´sja v chǐzinu...

(RJPRU) / ”Harry, vad skulle du göra om du s̊ag dig själv komma

instörtande i Hagrids stuga?” fr̊agade Hermione. (RJPSE) / “Harry,

what do you think you’d do if you saw yourself bursting into Hagrid’s

house?” said Hermione. (RJPEN);

Continued on next page

33vpadat´ expresses a stationary movement and a relation
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Table 4.1 – Continued from previous page

Oni ne vygljadjat agressivno, no esli my vvalimsja vse razom (RJSRU)

/ De ser inte särskilt elaka ut, men jag antar att om alla dök ner p̊a

en g̊ang ... (RJSSE) / They don’t look very vicious, but I suppose if

they all swooped down at once ... (RJSEN);

Osobenno konnuju policiju, raskidajut povsjudu jabloki, togo i gljadi,

vljapaeš´sja po ščikolotku. (ANTRU) / Särskilt ridande poliser som

lämnar högar efter sig som man kliver i. (ANTSE) / Especially those

mounted cops who leave big piles all over and you just step in it up to

your shins. (ANTEN);

Verbs (in+sig) vklinivat´sja/vklinit´sja — kila sig in ‘edge into’; vklini-

vat´sja/vklinit´sja — tränga sig in ‘wedge’; v˝edat´sja/v˝est´sja

— äta sig in ‘eat into’;

Verbs (in) vkatyvat´sja/vkatit´sja — rulla in ‘roll into’; vklinivat´sja/vklinit´sja

— tränga in ‘wedge’; vlivat´sja/vlit´sja — rinna in ‘flow into’;

vlivat´sja/vlit´sja — flöda in ‘flow into’; vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja — skära

in; vrubat´sja/vrubit´sja — hugga in ‘axe’;

vryvat´sja/vorvat´sja — störta in ‘rush into’; vryvat´sja/vorvat´sja —

rusa in ‘rush into’; vseljat´sja/vselit´sja — flytta in ‘move in’;

vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja — störta in ‘burst in’; vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja —

storma in ‘rush in’;

Verb (in+passive) vseljat´sja/vselit´sja — l̊ata sig inkvarteras ‘settle in’; vsel-

jat´sja/vselit´sja — bli inkvarterad ‘settle in’; v˝edat´sja/v˝est´sja —

tränga in ‘pierce’;

Verb (sig) vodvorjat´sja/vodvorit´sja — bosätta sig ‘settle’;

Verbs (ner) vljapat´sja — kliva ner ‘step down’; vljapat´sja — klampa ner ‘tramp

down’; vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja — falla ner ‘fall down’;

Verb (ner+sig) vodvorjat´sja/vodvorit´sja — sl̊a sig ner ‘settle down’;

Verb (ut) vlivat´sja/vlit´sja — mynna ut ‘end in’; vlivat´sja/vlit´sja — rinna ut

‘flow into’;

Semantic Roles Theme, Direction

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – Continued from previous page

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v/na+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i/p̊a+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X moves into an enclosed space Z (with intensity)

Transference of Object

Examples Neskol´ko poni vkatili v zal kruglye, kak barabany, čurki, napilennye

iz tolstogo stvola dereva [...] (JRRTRU) / De andra ponnyerna kom

in och rullade framför sig bitar av stockar, [...] (JRRTSE) / The

other ponies came in rolling round drum-shaped sections of logs, [...]

(JRRTEN);

Kogda vveli Švejka, sud´ja so svojstvennoj emu ljubeznost´ju poprosil

ego sest´ [...] (HJDRU) / D̊a man förde in Švejk, uppmanade

rannsakningsdomaren honom med sin medfödda älskvärdhet att ta

plats [...] (HJDSE) / When they brought in Švejk, the congenial mag-

istrate instinctively asked him to sit down [...] (HJDEN);

Posle ėtogo on vtaščil čemodany v perednjuju i, [...] (HJDRU) / Efter

dessa ord drog han in koffertarna i tamburen, [...] (HJDSE) / After

those words, he pulled the suitcases into the hallway. (HJDEN);

Skripnula košač´ja dverca, i ruka teti Petun´i vtolknula v komnatu

misku s supom. (RJCRU) / Kattluckan skramlade och moster Petunias

hand dök upp och sköt in en sk̊al med burksoppa i rummet. (RJCSE)

/ The cat-flap rattled and Aunt Petunias hand appeared, pushing a

bowl of canned soup into the room (RJCEN);

Podnos s moim utrennim kofe, zabotlivo prigotovlennyj chozjajkoj i

žduščij, čtoby ja ego vnes s poroga v postel´, gljadit na menja, bez-

zubo osklabjas´. (NVLRU) / Frukostbrickan som kärleksfullt dukats

av min värdinna grinar tandlöst mot mig, redo att bäras in. (NVLSE)

/ My breakfast tray, lovingly prepared by my landlady, leers at me

toothlessly, ready to be taken in. (NVLEN);

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – Continued from previous page

Vlejte v nego odnu chast´ vody morej Santraginusa-5. (ADRU) / Häll

i ett mått vatten fr̊an havet p̊a Santraginus V [...] (ADSE) / Pour into

it one measure of water from the seas of Santraginus V [...] (ADEN);

vlivat´/vlit´ vino v grafin / hälla upp vin i en karaff (NRO) / pour

wine into a carafe (My translation);

On vdochnul zapach tal´ka i sireni s poduški Džessi. (TAJJRU) / Han

drog in doften av talk och syren fr̊an Jesses örngott. (TAJJSE) / He

smelled the talcum and lilacs on Jesse’s pillowcase. (TAJJEN);

Verbs (in) vbirat´/vobrat´ — dra in ‘draw’; vbrasyvat´/vbrosit´ — kasta in ‘throw

in’; vgonjat´/vognat´ — driva in ‘drive in’;

vkatyvat´/vkatit´ — rulla in ‘roll in’; vkladyvat´/vložit´ — lägga in

‘put in’; vkladyvat´/vložit´ — stoppa in ‘put in’;

vnosit´/vnesti — föra in ‘bring in’, bära in ‘carry in’; vodvor-

jat´/vodvorit´ — inhysa ‘settle’; vpichivat´/vpichnut´ — knuffa in

‘push in’;

vseljat´/vselit´ — l̊ata flytta in ‘let move in’; vseljat´/vselit´ — in-

stallera ‘settle’; vseljat´/vselit´ — inhysa ‘house’;

vseljat´/vselit´ — inkvartera ‘accomodate’; vsovyvat´/vsunut´ —

sticka in ‘stick into’; vsovyvat´/vsunut´ — stoppa in ‘tuck into’;

vstavljat´/vstavit´ — sticka in ‘stick into’; vtalkivat´/vtolknut´ —

knuffa in ‘shove in’; vtalkivat´/vtolknut´ — skjuta in ‘push in’;

vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ — dra in ‘drag in’; vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ — dra in

‘draw into’; vtaskivat´/vtaščit´ — släpa in ‘drag in’;

vtaskivat´/vtaščit´ — dra in ‘draw in’; vvodit´/vvesti — föra in ‘bring

in’; vvodit´/vvesti — leda in ‘lead in’;

vvodit´/vvesti — importera34; vvodit´/vvesti — införa ‘import’;

vvozit´/vvezti — köra in ‘drive in’; vvozit´/vvezti — forsla in ‘trans-

port’;

Verb (in+deponent) vdychat´/vdochnut´ — andas in ‘inhale’;

Continued on next page

34Till is used instead of i.
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Verbs (i) vlivat´/vlit´ — hälla i ‘pour in’; vkladyvat´/vložit´ — lägga i ‘put in’;

vkladyvat´/vložit´ — stoppa i ‘put in’; vsypat´/vsypat´ — hälla i ‘pour

in’; vsypat´/vsypat´ — ha i ‘pour in’;

Verb (upp) vlivat´/vlit´ — hälla upp ‘pour’;

Verbs (Ø) vodvorjat´/vodvorit´ — placera ‘place’; vodvorjat´/vodvorit´ — bringa

‘bring’;

Semantic Roles Agent, Theme, Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], Y[ACC], v/na+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], Y[OBJ], i/p̊a+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes Y to move into an enclosed space Z

Location of Object Caused by Physical Efforts

The situation, described in the category Location of object caused by physical efforts, involves an

Agent encoded in the nominative case, a Theme marked by the accusative, and a prepositional

Direction. Compared with the previous subcategory (Transference of object), the motion is not

translational. Some verbs (for example vdavlivat´/vdavit´ ‘press’) seem to express movements

along a scale, while some other verbs (for example vvjazyvat´/vvjazat´ — sticka in ‘knit in’) are

rather opaque in describing the motion of the Theme. In total, the Agent has to put in some

efforts to accomplish the whole Theme or some part of the Theme into the Direction.

As in the case of non-postfix marking in table 4.1, most of the corresponding Swedish particles

of the Russian prefix v(o)- are in. Two minor groups exist taking the particles i or ner.

In this localisation category, the Swedish particle i is goal-oriented: sl̊a i[n] (vgonjat´/vognat´,

vkolačivat´/vkolotit´) ‘drive in’, skruva i[n] (vkručivat´/vkrutit´, vvërtyvat´/vvernut´,

vvinčivat´/vvintit´) ‘screw in’, trä i (vdërgivat´/vdërnut´) ‘thread’. The semantic differences

between the particles i and in for these verbs are small. A semantic investigation is far beyond

the scope of this study. But to give an example, SAOB (1997: 26: S068-S069) contrasts skruva

i and skruva in as locating versus transfer (My translation).

The Swedish complex verbs with the particle ner ‘down’ have concrete physical meanings: stoppa
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ner (vpravljat´/vpravit´) ‘tuck’, gräva ner (vkapyvat´/vkopat´, vryvat´/vryt´) ‘dig down’,

trampa ner och (vtaptyvat´/vtoptat´) ‘trample’. The directions of the illative in and geocentric

ner coincide.

Table 4.2: Location of object caused by physical efforts

Location of Object Caused by Physical Efforts

Examples Nil´s videl, kak [...] zolotych del mastera vpravljali dragocennye kamni

v kol´ca i braslety, [...] (SLNRU) / Här s̊ag han [...] hur guldsmeder

satte in ädla stenar i ringar och armband, [...] (SLNSE) / Here he

saw [...] how jewellers set precious stones in rings and bracelets; [...]

(SLNEN);

vpravljat´/vpravit´ brjuki v sapogi / stoppa ner byxorna i stövlarna

(NRO) / tuck the pants into the boots (My translation);

On vpichnul Forda i Artura čerez ljuk v malen´kuju kameru. (ADRU)

/ Han slängde Ford och Arthur genom luckan och in i ett litet utrymme

därinnanför. (ADSE) / He flung Ford and Arthur through the hatch-

way into the small chamber within. (ADEN);

Možeš´ vstavit´ sekundomer v ramku. (TAXRU) / Du kan rama in

tidtagaruret. (TAXSE) / You can frame the chronograph. (My trans-

lation);

On naklonilsja i vytaščil iz kočki, kuda č´i-to tjaželye nogi vtoptali ego,

korotkij nož s nerovnym lezviem. (JRRT2RU) / Han böjde sig ner och

drog ut ett kort taggigt blad ur en tuva, där det blivit nedtrampat av

en tung känga. (JRRT2SE) / He stooped and drew out of a tussock,

into which some heavy foot had trampled it, a short jagged blade.

(JRRT2EN);

vdërnut´ šnurnok v botinok / trä i ett skosnöre (NRO) / run a shoelace

(My translation);

vvintit´ lampočku - skruva i en glödlampa (NRO) ‘screw in a lightbulb’

(My translation);

Continued on next page
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Garpun, vstroennye v siden´ja parašjuty, s˝emnaja kryša. (XXxRU) /

Harpungevär, fallskärmar inbyggda i stolarna, avtagbart tak. (XXxSE)

/ Harpoon gun, parachutes built into seats, ejectable roof. (XXxRU);

Verbs (in) vbivat´/vbit´ — sl̊a in ‘drive in’; vbivat´/vbit´ — driva in ‘drive in’;

vgonjat´/vognat´ — köra in ‘drive in’;

vdavlivat´/vdavit´ — trycka in ‘push in’; vdavlivat´/vdavit´ — pressa

in ‘press in’; vdavlivat´/vdavit´ — proppa in ‘cram into’;

vduvat´/vdut´ — bl̊asa in ‘blow in’; vkalyvat´/vkolot´ — sticka in

‘stick into’; vpichivat´/vpichnut´ — pressa in, proppa in;

vpravljat´/vpravit´ — stoppa in ‘put in’; vpryskivat´/vprysnut´ —

injicera ‘inject’; vpryskivat´/vprysnut´ — spruta in ‘inject’;

vrezat´/vrezat´ — sätta in ‘insert’; vrezat´/vrezat´ — passa in ‘fit’;

vrezat´/vrezat´ — foga in ‘insert’;

vrubat´/vrubit´ — sätta in ‘set in’; vrubat´/vrubit´ — foga in ‘set in’;

vsaživat´/vsadit´ — stöta in ‘drive in’; vsaživat´/vsadit´ — köra in

‘drive in’;

vstavljat´/vstavit´ — infatta ‘mount’; vstavljat´/vstavit´ — rama in

‘frame’; vstavljat´/vstavit´ — sätta in ‘insert’;

vstraivat´/vstroit´ — bygga in ‘build in’; vtirat´/vteret´ — gnida in

‘rub in’; vtykat´/votknut´ — sticka in ‘stick into’;

vvjazyvat´/vvjazat´ — sticka in ‘knit in’; vvjazyvat´/vvjazat´ — virka

in ‘knit in’; vživljat´/vživit´ — implantera ‘implant’;

Verbs (i) vdërgivat´/vdërnut´ — trä i ‘thread’; vgonjat´/vognat´ — sl̊a i[n] ‘drive

in’; vkolačivat´/vkolotit´ — sl̊a i[n] ‘drive in’; vkručivat´/vkrutit´ —

skruva i (in) ‘screw in’; vvërtyvat´/vvernut´ — skruva i[n] ‘screw in’;

vvinčivat´/vvintit´ — skruva i (in) ‘screw in’;

Verb (ner) vkapyvat´/vkopat´ — gräva ner ‘dig down’; vpravljat´/vpravit´ —

stoppa ner ‘tuck’; vryvat´/vryt´ — gräva ner ‘dig down’; vtapty-

vat´/vtoptat´ — trampa ner ‘trample’;

Verbs (Ø) vpravljat´/vpravit´ — vrida ‘set into’; vsaživat´/vsadit´ — sätta ‘put’;

Continued on next page
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Semantic Roles Agent, Theme, Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], Y[ACC], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], Y[OBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X locates Y in an enclosed space Z by using physical efforts

Absorption

Absorption is a distinct category, separated from the subjective subcategories in Into an enclosed

space described in table 4.1. The situation of absorption contains the participants Direction

and Theme, as showed in table 4.3. The absorptive Direction has more agentivity than in the

previous categories, which is also indicated by its nominative marking. The Theme is encoded

in the accusative case. The relation between the Direction and the Theme is initially the same

as for the relation between the Theme and the Direction in table 4.1: the Theme moves into

the Direction and passes a border. The difference is that the relation changes so that Theme

becomes an indistinct part of the Direction. Swedish marks absorption with the particle upp

‘up’.

Table 4.3: Absorption

Transitive Absorption

Examples Šest´ let, Majkl. Šest´ let ja vpityval ėtot jad. (MCRU) / Sex år, i sex

år har jag absorberat den här skiten. (MCSE) / Six years, Michael.

Six years I’ve absorbed this poison. (MCEN);

Verbs (upp) vbirat´/vobrat´ — suga upp ‘suck up’; vpityvat´/vpitat´ — suga upp

‘soak up’; vsasyvat´/vsosat´ — suga upp ‘soak up’;

Verbs (Ø) vpityvat´/vpitat´ — absorbera ‘absorb’; vsasyvat´/vsosat´ — ab-

sorbera ‘absorb’;

Semantic Roles Direction, Theme

Syntactic Structure Z[NOM], Y[ACC]

Z[SUBJ], Y[OBJ]

Meaning Z causes Y to move into Z, and Y becomes an indistinct part of Z

Continued on next page
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Intransitive Absorption

Examples Oni raspoložili otverstija pod osobymi uglami i dobilis´, čtoby v ve-

trenye noči potoki vozducha, vchodjaščego v kamennye pory, stalki-

valis´ s drugimi potokami, sozdavali krugovoroty i, vsasyvajas´ v glu-

biny komnat, proizvodili ėti zagrobnye zvuki. (ECORU) / Genom att

anbringa gluggarna i särskilda vinklar kunde de vara säkra p̊a att de

vindpustar som tränger in genom de här öppningarna under stormiga

nätter möter andra vindpustar och sedan virvlar in genom raderna av

rum och ger upphov till de ljud som vi har hört. (ECOSE)35 / Placing

the slits at certain angles, they made sure that on windy nights the

gusts penetrating from these openings would encounter other gusts,

and swirl inside the sequence of rooms, producing the sounds we have

heard. (ECOEN);

Verb (upp) vsasyvat´sja/vsosat´sja — sugas upp ‘to become sucked up’;

Verb (Ø) vsasyvat´sja/vsosat´sja — absorberas ‘to become absorbed’;

Semantic Roles Theme, Direction

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

Y[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning Y moves into Z, and Y becomes an indistinct part of Z

Fitting of Subject into an Enclosed Space

In Fitting of subject into an enclosed space, the relation between Theme and Direction as an

enclosed space also conforms to size or volume, besides crossing a border as in the previous

categories. The examples in table 4.4 describe situations where a Theme fits into a Direction

with limited capacity relative each other. Essentially, this is a subpattern of locating a theme

into an enclosed space described in table 4.1, with an additional meaning component of filling.

The conditions of the comparability is such that the Theme is smaller than the Direction, but
35Otkryt novyj parallel´nyj švedsko-russkij korpus ob˝ëmom 400 tysjač slovoupotreblenij s morfologičeskoj

razmetkoj. http://ruscorpora.ru/search-para-sv.html (2017-05-22)
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large enough to leave little or no space after a possible transference into the Direction. Once

more, Russian seems not to encode geocentric directions. The verb vlezat´/vlezt´ ‘fit in, go in’

corresponds to both g̊a in ‘go into’ and g̊a down ‘go (down) into’ in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Fitting of subject into an enclosed space

Fitness

Examples Možet, my vlezem. (DHRU) / Vi kanske kan klämma oss in. (DHSE)

/ Maybe we can squeeze in. (DHEN);

čemodan ne vošël v škaf / resväskan gick inte in i sk̊apet (NRO) / the

suitcase did not go in the cupboard (My translation);

- Kak novaja, - otvetil Garri i vtisnulsja v kabinku. (RJCRU) / ”Fint”,

sade Harry och pressade in sig i b̊aset. (RJCSE) / “Fine,” said Harry,

squeezing into the stall. (RJCEN);

Kak ni stranno, no s tech por, kak Karr stal zabegat´ k losenku v

zagon, tot načal nabirat´sja sily, rasti i za neskol´ko nedel´ vymachal

tak, čto počti ne vmeščalsja v malen´kij zagon. (SLNRU) / Det var

märkvärdigt, att alltsedan Karr hade tagit sig för att hoppa in till

älgkalven, började denne att trivas och växa. Och sedan han väl hade

kommit i g̊ang, växte han p̊a ett par veckor s̊a, att han inte rymdes

i den lilla kätten, utan måste flytta ut i en hage. (SLNSE) / It was

remarkable that, from the time Karr began to visit the elk calf in his

stall, the latter seemed more contented, and began to grow. After he

was fairly started, he grew so rapidly that in a couple of weeks the

stall could no longer hold him, and he had to be moved into a grove.

(SLNEN);

Verbs (in) vchodit´/vojti — g̊a i[n] ‘go in’; vlezat´/vlezt´ — g̊a in ‘go in’; vpisy-

vat´sja/vpisat´sja — g̊a in ‘go into’; vtiskivat´sja/vtisnut´sja — kunna

pressas in ‘press into’; vtiskivat´sja/vtisnut´sja — kunna klämmas in

‘squeeze in’;

Verbs (in+sig) vtiskivat´sja/vtisnut´sja — pressa sig in ‘squeeze its way into’;

Verb (ner) vlezat´/vlezt´ — g̊a ner ‘go down’;

Continued on next page
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Verb (-s) vmeščat´sja/vmestit´sja — rymmas ‘fit’;

Verbs (Ø) vmeščat´sja/vmestit´sja — f̊a plats ‘fit’;

Semantic Roles Theme, Direction

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

Y[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning Y has the ability to move into Z and fill Z / Y moves into Z and fills Z

Capacity

Examples Chotja lačuga edva-edva vmeščala tech, kto tam jutilsja, ee vpustili, i

chozjajka postelila ženščine na polu. (SLNRU) / Fastän stugan knappt

kunde rymma de människor, som voro hemma där, hade hon blivit

insläppt, och mor hade rett henne en bädd p̊a golvet. (SLNSE) /

Although the place could hardly hold the family, she was taken in and

the mother spread a bed for her on the floor. (SLNEN);

Verbs (Ø) vmeščat´/vmestit´ — rymma ‘hold’; vmeščat´/vmestit´ — ha plats för

‘have room for’;

Semantic Roles Direction, Theme

Syntactic Structure Z[NOM], Y[ACC]

Z[SUBJ], Y[OBJ]

Meaning Z has the ability to be filled by Y

Concavity

The meaning of concavity in table 4.5 describes a Theme, whose surface moves into the interior

of the implicit Direction which it is situated on. All the previous Themes in this category have

crossed a border and moved into a Direction. The relation of this category between the Theme

and the Direction can be described as a movement that starts at the border and then moves into

the enclosed space of the Direction. The result is often some sort of concave surface.

All the corresponding Swedish verbs have the particle in together with an unaccusative verb.

The Russian unaccusative verb vpadat´/vpast´ ‘to fall’ does not need the reflexive suffix.
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Table 4.5: Concavity

Reflexive Encoding of Concavity

Examples No Blėk medlenno pokačal golovoj, ego vvalivšiesja glaza jarko vspy-

chnuli. (RJPRU) / Han pekade p̊a Black, som l̊angsamt skakade p̊a

huvudet; de insjunkna ögonen var plötsligt alldeles blanka. (RJPSE) /

He was pointing at Black, who shook his head slowly; the sunken eyes

were suddenly over bright. (RJPEN);

Verbs (in) vtjagivat´sja/vtjanut´sja — sjunka in ‘sink in’; vtjagi-

vat´sja/vtjanut´sja — falla in ‘fall in’; vvalivat´sja/vvalit´sja —

falla in ‘fall in’;

Semantic Roles Theme

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM]

Y[SUBJ]

Meaning A part of the surface of the body part Y moves into

Unaccusative Concavity

Examples Lico ee kak budto umen´šilos´ (vsego prošlo dve sekundy, no choču

im pridat´ stol´ko derevjannoj prodolžitel´nosti, skol´ko žizn´ možet

vyderžat´); pobledneli vesnuški, vpali ščeki ; obnažennye ruki i goleni

ugratili ves´ svoj zagar, tak čto stali zametny na nich voloski; ona byla

v koričnevom bumažnom plat´e bez rukavov i vojločnych šlepancach.

(NVLRU) / Hennes huvud s̊ag mindre ut (egentligen hade bara tv̊a

sekunder hunnit g̊a, men l̊at mig skänka dem s̊a mycket träaktig

varaktighet som livet förmår uthärda), hennes bleka, fräkniga kinder

hade gröpts ur och hennes bara smalben och armar hade förlorat all

solbränna, s̊a att de små h̊aren syntes. (NVLSE) / Her head looked

smaller (only two seconds had passed really, but let me give them as

much wooden duration as life can stand), and her pale-freckled cheeks

were hollowed, and her bare shins and arms had lost all their tan, so

that the little hairs showed. (NVLEN);

Continued on next page
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Verbs (in) vpadat´/vpast´ — falla in ‘fall in’; vpadat´/vpast´ — sjunka in ‘sag’;

Semantic Roles Theme

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM]

Y[SUBJ]

Meaning A part of the surface of the body part Y moves into

4.1.2 Spatial Movements onto a Delimited Surface

A translational movement onto a delimited surface is described by a Theme and a Direction

encoded with the preposition na. In the category Into an enclosed space in table 4.1, na instead

envisages movements into container-like referents.36 The motion starts outside the delimited area

of the Direction. During the motion, it crosses the border of the Direction onto the surface where

the endpoint of the translational movement is. The Theme and the Direction coincide after the

motion and the latter carries the feature [+coincidence]. Compared to illative situations, the

allative relation between the Theme and the Direction is external, not internal.

In Swedish, movement onto a delimited surface is realized with the particles in ‘in’, ut ‘out’

and upp ‘up’, combined with the prepositions i ‘in’ and p̊a ‘on’, marking the Direction. When

no conceptualized increase in altitude is perceived, see figure 4, upp is naturally not realized.

Instead the choice is between the allocentric particles in or ut. The spacial dimension in-ut is

probably activated in relation to closed spaces or in relation of center-periphery, described in

section 3.4. Directions are marked with the preposition p̊a.

-

Figure 4: The figure shows the conceptualisations of moving onto a delimited surface for the
Russian prefix v(o)-.

Elevated surfaces force the Theme to move upwards. In principal, three orientations of the
36The potential of surface referents was described in section 3.3 on page 3.3
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Direction can be discerned: a movement upwards onto an elevated horizontal area, upwards

along a vertical area, and a mixture of the two principal types, illustrated in figure 5. The

horizontal surface conceptualizes, for example, tables or hills. The vertical flat surface represents,

for instance, walls. A special variant of the vertical surface is the narrow and elongated shape,

the rightmost picture in figure 5. It represents referents such as trees, flagpoles or masts. The

bidirectional surface can represent mountains or slopes.

B
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Figure 5: The figure shows three different conceptualisations of moving upwards onto a delimited
surface for the Russian prefix v(o)-.

All the situations in figure 5 conceptualize the landmark referents as Directions. In Russian,

the (External) Directions are encoded with the preposition na for verbs with the prefix v(o)-.

Swedish activates the geocentric framework through the particle upp. The choice between the

preposition i ‘in’ or the preposition p̊a ‘on’ is, however, often conventionalized or lexicalized

(SAG 2 1999: 691-692). The Directions in the three leftmost schemata in figure 5 are in most

cases probably encoded with the preposition p̊a, for example: klättra upp p̊a ett bord ‘climb a

table’, klättra upp p̊a ett berg ‘climb a mountain’, klättra upp p̊a en vägg ‘climb a wall’ (My

examples). But the fourth situation seems to require the preposition i to relate the Theme onto

the surface of the Direction: klättra upp i en mast ‘climb a mast’. The Swedish preposition

cannot automatically be used to interpret the difference between internal or external placement

of Themes.

In total, Russian do not mark the difference in altitude when a Theme moves onto the surface of a

Direction. All the situations in figure 4 and 5, are encoded by the prefix v(o)- and preposition na.

Swedish, on the other hand, conceptualizes the vertical movement onto the area on the Direction

with the particle upp, and the horizontal motion with the particles in in the data material.
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Table 4.6: Translational movement onto a delimited surface

Movement of Subject onto a Surface

Examples On vlez na stol, a ottuda po zanaveske dobralsja do poločki nad oknom.

(SLNRU) / Han klättrade upp p̊a bordet och svängde sig sedan med

hjälp av gardinen upp p̊a fönsterhyllan. (SLNSE) / He clambered

up on the table, and swung with the help of the curtains up to the

window-shelf. (SLNEN);

Stremglav perebežal on dvor, vskočil na dubovuju dosku u kryl´ca i

vorvalsja v seni. (SLNRU) / Han rusade i väg över g̊ardsplanen, hop-

pade upp p̊a ekbrädan framför ing̊angsdörren och sprang in i förstugan.

(SLNSE) / He dashed across the house yard, sprang up on the board-

walk leading to the entrance door and ran into the hallway, [...]

(SLNEN);

Vy čitali v «Nacional´noj politike» o poručike artillerii Bergere, kotoryj

vlez na vysokuju el´ i ustroil tam nabljudatel´nyj punkt? (HJDRU) /

Har ni läst i Narodni Politika om den där löjtnant Berger fr̊an artillerit,

han som klättrade upp i en hög gran och inrättade en utkikspost åt sig

p̊a en gren? (HJDSE) / Did ONI read in the National Politics about

this OBRLAJTNANT Berger of the artillery who climbed a tall fir

tree and there on a branch established a BEOBACHTUNGSPUNKT,

observation point for himself? (HJDEN);

I vot, spustja odinnadcat´ dnej s gibeli goroda, minovav skaly na sev-

ernom konce ozera, vstupil na pustynnye zemli otrjad ėl´fov i ljudej.

(JRRTRU) / Och p̊a elfte dagen efter stadens ödeläggelse gick s̊alunda

spetsen av deras här förbi klipportarna i slutet av sjön och inträdde p̊a

de öde markerna. (JRRTSE) / It was thus that in eleven days from

the ruin of the town the head of their host passed the rock-gates at the

end of the lake and came into the desolate lands. (JRRTEN);

Continued on next page
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”Konnica korolej” v˝ezžala na ploščad´. (MKSRU) / Just d̊a hördes

oväsen fr̊an torgets motsatta sida: ryttarna som skulle delta i Kungarit-

ten kom ut p̊a bytorget. (MKSSE) / Just then I heard a commotion

coming from the other end of the green: the Ride of the Kings had

arrived. (MKSEN);

Verb (in) vstupit´/vstupit´ — träda in ‘march in’; v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — köra in

‘enter’;

Verbs (upp) vbegat´/vbežat´ — springa upp ‘run up’; vkatyvat´/vkatit´ — rulla

upp ‘roll up’; vkatyvat´sja/vkatit´sja — rulla upp ‘roll up’;

vlezat´/vlezt´ — klättra upp ‘climb up’; vpolzat´/vpolzti — krypa

upp ‘crawl up’; vskakivat´/vskočit´ — fara upp ‘jump up’; vskaki-

vat´/vskočit´ — hoppa upp ‘jump up’;

v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — köra upp ‘drive up’; v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — rida

upp ‘ride up’;

Semantic Roles Theme, (External) Direction

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], na+Z[ACC]

Y[SUBJ], i/p̊a+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X moves onto Z

Movement of Object onto a Surface

Examples Peppi s trudom vtaščila ee na dub i opustila v duplo. (ALRU) / Sen

sprang hon efter en stege, k̊ankade upp den i trädet och stack ner den

genom h̊alet. (ALSE) / Then she ran to fetch a ladder, struggled with

it up the tree, and stuck it down the hole. (ALEN);

Verbs (upp) vvozit´/vvezti — köra upp ‘run up’; vvozit´/vvezti — forsla upp ‘haul

up’; vkatyvat´/vkatit´ — rulla upp ‘roll up’;

vtaskivat´/vtaščit´ — släpa upp ‘drag up’; vtaskivat´/vtaščit´ — dra

upp ‘drag up’; vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ — dra upp ‘drag up’;

Semantic Roles Agent, Theme, (External) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], Y[ACC], na+Z[ACC]

Continued on next page
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X[SUBJ], Y[OBJ], i/p̊a+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes Y to move onto Z

4.1.3 Spatial Movements towards a Vicinity

The subcategories in the category Towards the vicinity cover allative motions of a Theme towards

the delimited surface of a Direction. The endpoint of the motion of the Theme is not inside an

enclosed space, but in the vicinity of the Direction; the feature is [-coincidence]. Two basic

scenarios of this movement are illustrated in figure 6, where the difference is a matter of direct

contact between the Theme and the (Vicinity) Direction. In opposition to the category Spatial

Movements onto a Delimited Surface, the Theme does not end located on the surface of the

(Vicinity) Direction.

- -

Figure 6: The figure shows the difference of contact for two conceptualizations of moving towards
a delimited surface.

Movement towards a Vicinity

The first subcategory describes a situation where an Agent causes a Theme to move towards a

(Vicinity) Direction. The Theme and the Direction never make a direct surface contact, due to

mechanical restrictions, in accordance with the left schema in figure 6. Table 4.7 shows that the

(Vicinity) Direction is encoded by the Swedish preposition mot ‘towards’, while Russian uses the

preposition v(o).

The autocausative verb vtjagivat´sja/vtjanut´sja ‘fall in’ in the category Concavity in table 4.5

and the transitive verb vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ ‘pull in’ in table 4.7 share the same root and are both
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used with thematic body parts moving into or towards another body part. The different usages

of that verbs can be placed on a continuum. On one endpoint, in the case of concavity, one

example shows a cheek moving into the oral cavity. The other endpoint can be exemplified with

a head moving towards the shoulders. A middle ground is found with Themes that are elastically

related to the Direction: vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ život / dra in magen (NRO) / pull in one’s stomach

(My translation). This example is closed to a movement towards a vicinity, indicating by the

Russian preposition do ‘up to’: “[...] vtjanuv život do pozvonočnika, [...] ” (TOKRU) / dra in

magen mot ryggraden ‘pulling in the belly towards the spine’ (My translations).

Table 4.7: Movement towards a vicinity

Motion

Examples vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ golovu v pleči / dra in huvudet mot axlarna (NRO)

/ pull the head towards the shoulders (My translation);

Verb (in) vtjagivat´/vtjanut´ — dra in ‘pull’;

Semantic Roles Agent, Theme, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], Y[ACC], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], Y[OBJ], mot+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes Y to move towards Z

Striking Motions

With no obstacle, the translational motion can continue freely until the Theme makes a forceful

impact with the (Vicinity) Direction. The endpoint of the movement is outside the Direction.

Table 4.8 shows both intransitive and transitive usages of the prefixed verbs. Contrary to the

previous situation, Swedish uses the preposition i to indicate contact with the (Vicinity) Direc-

tion.

Table 4.8: Striking motion

Non-reflexive Striking Motion with Realized Agent

Continued on next page
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Example Ee mama pogibla, kogda vaš brat v˝echal v derevo. (PAMRU) / Mam-

man är död och er bror var full när han körde in i trädet. (PAMSE)

/ Maybe not now, because she’s sad, with her mama dead and your

drunken brother hitting that tree. (PAMEN);

Verb (in) v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — köra in ‘drive into’;

Verb (Ø) v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ — sl̊a ‘hit’;

Semantic Roles Agent, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes a vehicle to move towards Z, and to make a forcible contact

with Z

Reflexive Striking Motion with Realized Agent

Example Kto-to vrezalsja v derevo. (GWHRU) / N̊an annan har kört in i ett

träd. (GWHSE) / Some other guy’s car had hit a tree. (GWHEN);

Verb (in) vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja — köra in ‘hit’;

Semantic Roles Agent, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes a vehicle to move towards Z, and to make a forcible contact

with Z

Reflexive Striking Motion with Realized Theme

Example Teležki vrezalis´ v bar´er i otskočili nazad. (RJCRU) / B̊ada

bagagevagnarna slog h̊art emot spärrväggen och åkte baklänges.

(RJCSE) / Both trolleys hit the barrier and bounced backward; (RJ-

CEN);

Verb (in) vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja — köra in ‘hit’;

Semantic Roles Theme, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Continued on next page
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Table 4.8 – Continued from previous page

Meaning Y moves towards Z, and Y makes a forcible contact with Z

4.2 Adhesion

The category of adhesion contains two subcategories: Touching motion and Attachment. Both

subcategories includes an Agent in the nominative case and a (vicinity) Direction marked by

the preposition v(o) and the accusative case. In the situation, the Agent instigates an action

that causes a body part of the Agent or a third (instrumental) referent to get connected to the

(vicinity) Direction.

Touching Motion

In Touching motion in table 4.9, the Agent moves a body part, for example its teeth, towards the

surface of the (vicinity) Direction. A spatial contact occurs and the Agent holds the (vicinity)

Direction in a strong and tenacious grip. The meaning of intensity is again found with Russian

circumfixed verbs. The Swedish equivalent verbs use a diversity of expressions.

Table 4.9: Touching motion

Touching motion

Examples Dlinnyj vse-taki podošel i vcepilsja v p´janogo s drugoj storony.

(STRURU) / Den l̊ange kom likväl tillbaka och fattade tag i den

druckne fr̊an andra h̊allet. (STRUSE)37 / The long one finally came

back and grasped the drunk from the other side. (STRUEN);

Verbs (Ø) vcepljat´sja/vcepit´sja — gripa ‘seize’; vcepljat´sja/vcepit´sja — ta tag

‘grab’; vgryzat´sja/vgryzt´sja — sätta tänderna i ‘get one’s teeth into’;

Semantic Roles Agent, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Continued on next page

37Otkryt novyj parallel´nyj švedsko-russkij korpus ob˝ëmom 400 tysjač slovoupotreblenij s morfologičeskoj
razmetkoj. http://ruscorpora.ru/search-para-sv.html (2017-05-22)
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Table 4.9 – Continued from previous page

Meaning X causes a body part to make a connection with Z

Attachment

Attachment in table 4.10 is divided into two additional groups. The first group describes a

situation with two participants: an Agent and a (vicinity) Direction. The Agent gets stuck to

the (vicinity) Direction. The second group augments the situation with a Theme. The Agent

instead fastens the Theme to the (vicinity) Direction. Compared with the previous subcategory

Touching motion, the fasten referent in the subcategory of Attachment is adamantly connected

to the Vicinity Direction; to dislodge it is even harder.

The first group consists of circumfixed Russian verbs and Swedish equivalents containing the

simplex root fast- ‘firm-’ or the particle fast ‘firmly’. The verbs in the second group lacks these

morphemes. The Russian verbs have not added the reflexive postfix, and the Swedish particle

verbs lacks the fast morpheme. The particles för ‘ahead’ and i ‘in(side)’ do not signal attachment,

but both the particle verbs have meanings of connecting.

Table 4.10: Attachment

Attachment of Subject

Examples Garri vskočil na nogi, pojmal Kvirrella za ruku i vcepilsja v nee izo

vsech sil. (RJCRU 2002) / Harry hoppade upp p̊a benen, grep tag

i armen p̊a Quirrell och hängde sig fast s̊a h̊art han kunde. (RJCSE

2010) / Harry jumped to his feet, caught Quirrell by the arm and hung

on as tight as he could. (RJCEN 1988);

Garri vcepilsja v kraja siden´ja - oni uže podletali k ozeru. (RJCRU)

/ Harry kände att han ofrivilligt klamrade sig fast vid sätet d̊a de flög

mot sjön. (RJCSE) / Harry gripped the edges of the stool and thought,

’Not Slytherin, not Slytherin.’ (RJCEN);

Verbs (fast+sig) vcepljat´sja/vcepit´sja — haka sig fast ‘cling oneself’; vsasy-

vat´sja/vsosat´sja — suga sig fast ‘get attached’;

Continued on next page
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Table 4.10 – Continued from previous page

Verb (fast-) vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja — fastna ‘get stuck’;

Semantic Roles Agent, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X gets stuck with Z

Attachment of Object

Examples vprjagat´/vprjač´ — spänna för ‘harness to’; vprjagat´/vprjač´ lošad´

v telegu / spänna hästen för vagnen (NRO) / harness a horse to a cart

(My translation);

Verb (för) vprjagat´/vprjač´ — spänna för ‘harness to’;

Verb (i) všivat´/všit´ — sy i ‘sew on’;

Semantic Roles Agent, Theme, (Vicinity) Direction

Syntactic Structure X[NOM], Y[ACC], v+Z[ACC]

X[SUBJ], Y[OBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning X causes Y to become attached to Z

4.3 Locations in Space

Russian verbs with the prefix v(o)- and the circumfix v(o)- -sja can also depict events that

take place at rest, indicating no movement. Compared to the dynamic situations in previous

subsections, the potential here seem to be more restricted. Two basic categories can be discerned:

In an enclosed space and Adherence.

4.3.1 In an Enclosed Space

In static inessive situations, the Theme is stationary inside a Location that is seen as an enclosed

space. The example in table 4.11 suggests that possible Themes may be long and narrow, and

maybe protrude from one border deeply into the Location. Here it is straightforward to think

of a mapping from the spatiotemporal domain in the subcategory Location of Subject into an

Enclosed Space in table 4.1 onto the spatial domain found here; the intensive movement into the
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enclosed space converts to a deep and narrow object in the static event.

Moreover, the application of different Swedish perspectives uncovered in the subcategory Move-

ment into an enclosed space, presented in table 4.1, is also present here. The Swedish use of

the verbal particle ut ‘out’ in combination with promontory objects, may be explained by a

conventionalising of the perspective of large waterbodies as belonging the periphery.

Table 4.11: Position of subject in an enclosed space.

Position of Subject

Examples No vot kakoj-to morskoj zaliv gluboko vrezaetsja v sušu, (SLNRU) / S̊a

kommer en havsvik, som skär l̊angt in i den. (SLNSE) / Then comes

a sea-fiord that cuts far into it. (SLNEN);

Verbs (in) vdavat´sja/vdat´sja — skära in ‘jut into’; vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja —

skära in ‘jut into’; vklinivat´sja/vklinit´sja — ligga inkilad ‘lay

wedged’; vklinivat´sja/vklinit´sja — ligga inklämd ‘lay clamped’;

Verbs (ut) vdavat´sja/vdat´sja — sticka ut ‘jut out’; vrezat´sja/vrezat´sja —

sticka ut ‘jut out’;

Semantic Roles Theme, Location

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

Y[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning Y is deeply in an enclosed space Z

4.3.2 Autocausative Adherence

The affixed verb of (static) adherence in table 4.12 describes an event where a Patient is immo-

bilized relative a Location. Swedish uses the particle fast ‘firm’ in table 4.12. The same particle

also describes dynamic attachments in table 4.10.

Table 4.12: Adherence

Autocausative Immobilization of Subject

Continued on next page
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Table 4.12 – Continued from previous page

Examples Esli oni vmerzajut, oni že ne mogut plavat´, iskat´ sebe edu! (CIT-

RRU) / Jag menar att om de har frusit fast kan de inte simma omkring

och leta efter mat åt sig. (CITRSE) / I mean if they’re frozen solid,

they can’t swim around looking for food and all. (CITREN);

Verb (fast) vmerzat´/vmërznut´ — frysa fast ‘freeze (in)’;

Semantic Roles Patient, Location

Syntactic Structure Y[NOM], v+Z[ACC]

Y[SUBJ], i+Z[OBJ]

Meaning Y gets stuck in Z
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of this contrastive study was to uncover and describe semantic categories of the Russian

prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja. The categorization was carried out on both morphosyntactic

level and semantic level. The contrastive perspective was also applied in order to increase the

possibility to uncover categories that are not otherwise easy to detect. A comparison between

previous research studies showed dissimilar results. This was an attempt to lay a solid foundation,

and settle at least some of the conflicting and diverging descriptions of the semantics of the

Russian verbal prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja.

How does the result compare to previous research? According to Janda et al. (2013: 40), the

single radial category of the affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja only has the single meaning “INTO”. The

prefix is also said to describe motions “to” and it “focuses on entering a container” (Janda et al.

2013: 78). Depending on the interpretations, that description may fit almost all of the meanings

found in this study. However, if one makes a strict interpretation, where INTO only means a

movement into a container, the categories Movement onto a delimited surface and Movement

towards a vicinity are clearly missing in the motional domain.

The description in the reference grammar GR80 (1980: 357, 385) essentially fits in with the

results presented here, but the extent is far less. It does not for example mention movements

towards a vicinity or adhesion. On the other hand, it notes the change in motion when the prefix

v(o)- interacts with the preposition na.

Chackevič (2012) investigates prefixed verbs that describes unidirectional movements, which is

only a small subset of possible motions. She splits the meanings into finer categories, which

could fit in the broader categories in this study. This also includes the category Ascent, which

could be interpreted as a subset of Translational movement onto a delimited surface.

While the meaning of movement into an enclosed space is an established meaning for the Rus-

sian prefix v(o)-, the exact status of the meaning of an upward movement is not clear. This

study, however, suggests that it may be possible to describe upward movements as a subset of

translational movements onto delimited surfaces. Only a small number of Russian verbs with

the prefix v(o)- has acquired this function from verbs with the prefix vz- ‘up’. This has been
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attributed to homophony. However, there are verbs denoting an upward movement where this

explanation has low power, for example vbegat´/vbežat´ ‘run up’, vkatyvat´/vkatit´ ‘roll up’,

vlezat´/vlezt´ ‘climb up’, vpolzat´/vpolzti ‘crawl up’, v˝ezžat´/v˝echat´ ‘drive up’. If one think

of the preposition v(o) as internal and the preposition na used with surfaces as external, a pat-

tern that is typical for the most known Uralic languages emerges (Kittilä & Ylikoski 2011: 38).

The distinction between the internal and external cases reminds about the semantic difference

between the English locative prepositions in and on (Kittilä & Ylikoski 2011: 38). In Finnish for

example, the illative case (into) marks a movement into, sometimes an endpoint of a movement,

and a movement directed towards a surface that it comes into contact with (Karlsson 1999:

270, 276). The allative case (onto) is used to encode movements towards a surface (Karlsson

1999: 289). Since Finnic generally is accepted to be a candidate of a possible substratum in

northern Russian (Künnap 1998: 104-110), the cause of the change of the conceptualisation may

come from Finnic influence. On the other hand, both Old Lativan and Old Lithuanian also had

the illative and allative cases, even though they are primarily used in dialects in the present

languages (Dini 2014: 167, 438). The change may also be due to convergence processes work-

ing in many directions within the Circum-Baltic area, which includes Finnic, East Slavic and

Baltic. Seržant (2015) suggests that semantic and morphosyntactic properties of the partitive

show contact-induced correlations in many different directions, where the strongest correlations

are between North Russian and Finnic. A detailed synchronic and diachronic investigation of a

large set of semantic and morphosyntactic properties of this feature across the languages in the

Circum-Baltic linguistic area to establish an individual profile of this feature may provide more

insights.

The result is summarized in table 5.1. As can be observed, the corresponding Swedish verbal

particles in, i, upp, ner and fast could not unconditionally be applied to the data material to

uncover uniform categories. The particle in, which has the meaning of moving into an enclosed

space in Swedish, was a major corresponding morpheme only in five of the seven subcategories

of that category. A clear equivalent is lacking for the circumfixed Russian verbs. Absorption

is marked with the particle upp in Swedish instead of in. The particle in may also be used to

mark spatial movements onto horizontal delimited surface and movements towards a vicinity. Its

cognate i was also split between two categories: Transference of object and Location of object

caused by physical efforts.
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The spatial meanings of the particles upp ‘up’ and ner ‘down’ could not be established as

principal meaning categories in Russian. In all instances, the direction indicated by these particles

coincided with the meaning of a movement into, except for the case with movements onto surfaces

discussed above. The particle fast ‘firm’, on the other hand, could be used to identify the verb

groups in Attachment in dynamic situations and Adherence in static events.

Table 5.1: Categories for Russian verbs with the prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja describing
relations in physical space.

Category
Marking of

Swedish Equivalents
Direction

Spatial movements into an enclosed space

• Movement into an enclosed space

- Movement of subject (v(o)-) v(o)/na+ACC in i/p̊a

- Movement of subject (v(o)- -sja) v(o)/na+ACC – i/p̊a

- Transference of object v(o)/na+ACC in, i, ner i/p̊a

• Location of object caused by physical efforts v(o)/na+ACC in, i, ner i/p̊a

• Fitting of subject v(o)+ACC in i

• Concavity – in –

• Absorption NOM upp –

Spatial movements onto a delimited surface

• Translational movement onto a delimited surface na+ACC upp, in i/p̊a

Spatial movements towards a vicinity

• Movement towards a vicinity v(o)+ACC in mot

• Striking motion v(o)+ACC in i

Adhesion

• Touching motion v(o)+ACC – i

• Attachment v(o)+ACC fast i

Category Location

Locations in physical space

• In an enclosed space v(o)+ACC ut i

• Autocausative adherence v(o)+ACC fast i
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Although similarity of different prefixed verbs was an important criterion concerning the cate-

gorization of the different meanings, two subgroups end up containing only one Russian verb:

Spatial movements towards a vicinity and Adherence. In the case of Adherence, the cause is

due to split in domains. The category Adherence belongs to Locations in Physical Space, while

Attachment is found in Translational movements in space. The category Spatial movements

towards a vicinity could not be established on within-group similarity, nor on cross-domain re-

semblance. The category is, however, justified on semantic and formal grounds. This bilingual

study could not provide more verbs to that category, but according to the Russian dictionary

Bol´šoj tolkovyj slovar´ russkogo jazyka (BTS) the verb vbirat´/vobrat´ is possible, for example:

Vobrat´ golovu v pleči. (BTS: 138) ‘pull the head towards the shoulders’ (My translation), and

Vtjanut´ golovu v pleči. (BTS: 164) ‘pull the head towards the shoulders’ (My translation).

This study was able to uncover meanings of the Russian prefix v(o)- and circumfix v(o)- -sja not

found in the previous sources. From this point, further research may take several directions. A

natural step is to expand the research from the physical domain to all other domains where verbs

with these affixes are used. This necessarily requires an expansion of the semantics. Another path

is to continue to operate within the physical realm with support of geometrical arguments. One

step can be to investigate the whole valency and include less frequent valency roles. Another

potent move is to expand in physical space and combine the prefix v(o)- with other prefixes

to cover more sorts of movements in space. Inclusion of the Russian prefix vy- ‘out’, which

is the allocentric antonym of the prefix v(o)-, enables an investigation of both the semantics

of movements in and out of a container and observer perspectives, for example center contra

periphery. A further logical step is to expand the description of the physical space to also include

the geocentric spatial system: vz- ‘up’ and s(o)- ‘down’, since they have coinciding movements,

for example, vz- ‘up’ has lost functionalities to v(o)-.

An interesting typological path is also to try to create a semantic map for preverbs meaning

in(to) by incorporating more languages. It is easy to imagine from the results that preverbs

operate on a continuous semantic space. The Russian prefix v(o)- seems to evoke two different

scales: A spatial scale and a scale of adhesion.

This study explores the semantics of the verbal affixes v(o)- and v(o)- -sja in physical space

further in depth. It was able to offer a detailed description of the different meanings in physical
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space. The functions of v(o)- and v(o)- -sja have provided a glimpse into which functions preverbs

with the central meaning of moving into an enclosed space can evolve in physical space.
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